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Introduction



F o r  M T N  N i g e r i a 
Communications Plc (MTN 
Nigeria), sustainability is about 
creating and protecting the 
shared value for MTN Nigeria 
and our stakeholders through 
r e s p o n s i b l e  e c o n o m i c , 
env ironmental  and soc ia l 
practices. It is at the heart of our 
strategy and mode of operation. 

This report presents insights 
into our sustainability approach 
and provides evidence of our 
commitment to implementing 
the most sustainable practices. 
In preparing this, our second 
annual sustainability report, we 
engaged our stakeholders, 
c o n d u c t e d  m a t e r i a l i t y 
assessments, col lated our 
s o c i a l ,  g o v e r n a n c e  a n d 
e nv i ro n m e n ta l  d a ta ,  a n d 
identified new ways to re-
e v a l u a t e  o u r  i n t e r n a l 
sustainability approach.

As Nigeria's leading mobile 
communication service provider 
at the forefront of technological 
innovation, we understand the 
importance of collaboration and 
recognize the crit ical role 
technology and connectivity can 
p l a y  i n  a c c e l e r a t i n g  t h e 
realisation of many United 
N a t i o n s  S u s t a i n a b l e 
Development Goals (UN SDGs).

Disclosures within this report 
are  gu ided by the  G lobal 
Report ing In i t ia t ive  (GRI ) 
Standards – Comprehensive 
option. Unless otherwise stated, 
reported data covers activities 
at our owned and managed 
operational facilities in Nigeria 
between 1st January 2020 and 
31st December 2020. 

To all our stakeholders, please 
accept our sincere gratitude and 
appreciation. Thank you for 
taking the time to read our 2020 
Sustainability Report. We are 
eager to hear your feedback and 
answer your questions. You may 
contact us at: 

Uto Ukpanah
Company Secretary
investorrelations.ng@mtn.com
+234 803 902 0186
MTN Plaza
Falomo, Ikoyi
Lagos

www.mtnonline.com

MTN Nigeria 2020 Sustainability Report
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About this Report

‘‘...sustainability is 
about creating and 
protecting the shared 
value for MTN Nigeria 
and our stakeholders 
through responsible 
economic, 
environmental and 
social practices. It is 
at the heart of our 
strategy and mode of 
operation. ”
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Karl Toriola
Chief Executive Officer
MTN Nigeria Communications PLC
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2020, a year of change
It gives me great pleasure to 
present our second Sustainability 
Report: Good Together: Towards a 
Sustainable Future, to you, our 
partner. 2020 was an extraordinary 
year, with the challenges of the 
pandemic affecting lives and 
impacting every corner of the 
globe. It drastically altered the way 
we work, live, and connect with 
each other, and emphasised the 
critical importance of collaboration 
and evolution towards a more 
digital and sustainable future. 

While this happened, the role of 
technology as a critical enabler of 
transformation was made even 
more apparent. With great humility 
and gratitude, we are able to say 
that we rose to the occasion, 
remaining focused on driving 
pos i t ive  impacts  w i th in  our 
e n v i r o n m e n t  a n d  i n  t h e 
communities we serve.  For us, 
2020 was about keeping Nigerians 
connected when they needed it 
most and about strengthening our 
commitments to Nigeria. It was 
a b o u t  c o n n e c t i n g  t h e  n e x t 
generation with education and 
opportunities and making hope 
possible in the communities where 
we work, live, and raise our families.

Our response to the COVID-19 
pandemic
T h e  p a n d e m i c  c a u s e d 
unprecedented  d isrupt ions , 
stressed health systems and 
exacerbated the social cracks in 
our communities. As we navigated 
the fallout, adapting our processes 
and structures to the new realities, 
we acted swiftly to support the 
national response in a holistic way. 
This was encapsulated in our � 
Hope initiatives, through which we 
provided support to our broad base 
of stakeholders to the value of 
approximately N25 billion.

Through � Hope we provided 
free-to-access services (including 
SMS and data)  to keep the most 
vulnerable connected and zero-
rated access to a range of health 
and education sites, enabling our 
c u s t o m e r s  t o  a c c e s s  v i t a l 
information freely. We supported 
the acquisition of essential medical 
supplies (tests and personal 
protective equipment) and joined 
the Coalition Against COVID-19 
(CACOVID) that drove multiple 
initiatives, including building 
isolation centres across the 
country. We rolled out interventions 
to support thousands of small 
businesses, including extending bill 
payment cycles for post-paid 
customers at the beginning of the 
c r i s i s .  O u r  R E V V  s u p p o r t 
programme for Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterpr ises (MSME) 
helped them navigate the new 
digital reality. In addition, we 
committed marketing resources to 
our #WearItForMe campaign to 
help create awareness around 
wearing masks.

Our Strategy
During the year, we refined our 
approach, launching Ambition 
2025 with the strategic intent of 
leading digital solutions for Africa's 
progress and four key priorities. 
These priorities include creating 
shared value, driving industry-
leading connectivity operations, 
building the largest & most valuable 
p la t forms  and  acce lerat ing 
portfolio transformation. They will 
define our focus for the next five 
years. With environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) principles at 
the centre of our strategy, we 
recognise the importance of 
creating economic value through 
the responsible ESG practices 
articulated in our sustainability 
framework. 

With 
environmental, 
social and 
governance (ESG) 
principles at the 
centre of our 
strategy, we 
recognise the 
importance of 
creating economic 
value through the 
responsible ESG 
practices 
articulated in our 
sustainability 
framework. 

A Message from Our CEO
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“For us, 2020 was 
about keeping 
Nigerians 
connected when 
they needed it most 
and about 
strengthening our 
commitments to 
Nigeria.”
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Ambition 2025

Framing our strategic priorities

20
25
strategic
priorities

“Everybody deserves the benefits of a modern connected life”

Ambition 2025: “Leading digital solutions for Africa’s progress”

Belief statement

Strategic intent

Build the 

largest
& most  valuable 

platforms

Drive
industry-
leading

connectivity
operations 

Create 

shared value

Accelerate
portfolio 

transformation

Relationships Innovation Can-DoValues Leadership Integrity

Best talent, 
culture & future 

skills

Value based 
capital allocation

ESG 
at the core

Technology 
platforms 

second to none
Vital enablers

Leading customer
experience

MTN’s ESG strategy framework

Everybody deserves the benefits of a modern connected life 

Ambition 2025: Leading digital solutions for Africa’s progress

Eco-
responsibility

Sustainable 
societies Governance Economic

value-added

  Belief 
statement 

  Strategic 
intent 

Commitments

Metrics /
actions

UN SDGs

  Responsible policies & practices: business ethics, enterprise-wide risk management, board (s) effectiveness & diversity, disclosures and others

“We are committed to protecting 
our planet by achieving net zero 

emissions by 2040”

“We are committed to driving 
digital and financial inclusion and 

diverse society”

“We are committed partners to 
stakeholders to create and protect 

value”

“We are committed to boosting inclusive 
economic growth on the continent”

Project Zero:  Reduce GHG 
emission

Efficiency: improve 
energy efficiency 

Water & waste management: 
Reducing our impact  

Generational equality: Increase 
women representation

Increase access and reduce 
cost to communicate

Increase financial inclusion

Enhance reputation and trust 
with stakeholders

Digital human rights

Responsible procurement 
and supply chain

Tax contribution across 
markets  

Network infrastructure investment 

Contribution to society through 
ICT: digital education, skills and 
jobs

a a

b b

c c

a a

b b

c c



Eco-responsibility
One of the most significant ways business shapes 
the world we live in is energy use and contribution 
to climate change. However, we believe the growth 
and success of any business should not come at 
the expense of the future of our planet. With this in 
mind, we are committed to reducing our carbon 
emissions with an aspiration for net-zero 
emissions by 2040, improving our energy 
efficiency - putting more effort into transitioning to 
renewable energy, and pursuing a more 
sustainable water and waste management.

Sustainable societies
We live in a rapidly changing society faced with 
significant global and local challenges and 
opportunities. Though they are not a panacea, 
technology and connectivity are critical for social 
and economic development in our modern 
connected world. As Nigeria's leading mobile 
service provider, we do not have the privilege of 
inaction; addressing the collective issues faced by 
our nation is essential to our business, as it should 
be to all businesses. For MTN to thrive, the 
communities and ecosystems in which we operate 
must be healthy. Accordingly, we strive to act 
ethically and transparently by addressing all the 
concerns relevant to our stakeholders and 
balancing them while still meeting our licence 
obligations. 

Leveraging our scale, resources and capabilities, 
we drive financial inclusion through our fintech 
business, promote diversity and inclusion within 
the workplace with a target of 50% female 
workforce by 2030. In addition, we implement 
social and community initiatives through MTN 
Nigeria Foundation and provide vital channels for 
financial services. 

Governance
It is known that good governance promotes 
accountability and transparency, underpinning 
efficient management of human, natural, 
economic, and financial resources. Therefore, we 
cont inue to strengthen our governance 
framework wi th  a  s trong focus on r isk 
management and compliance. In addition, we 
continue to ensure that our governance practices 
drive reputation and trust with stakeholders 
through honest and open engagement and 
communication. We also carry out responsible 
digital human rights advocacy according to our 
governance practices, pursue a more sustainable 
sourcing strategy and improve our supply chain 
integrity. 

Economic value-added
We are committed to boosting inclusive economic 
growth in Nigeria. This reflects in the investments 
we make to expand our network coverage, 
ensuring that everybody benefits from a modern 
connected life. We paid our taxes ahead of 
established deadlines to support Government's 
revenue drive. As Nigeria's largest digital operator, 
we play a pivotal role in addressing gaps in access 
to connectivity by driving mobile and internet 
adoption. Connectivity provides access to 
financial technology (fintech) and digital solutions 
that pave the way for participation in economic 
activities and education, enhancing lives and 
strengthening communities.

Looking Ahead
We have made good progress on our sustainability 
journey but still have a long way to go. Our work is 
cut out for us to deliver on our commitment 
towards eco-responsibility, sustainable societies, 
governance and economic value-added. However, 
we understand that we cannot do these alone and 
must work in partnership with others. Therefore, 
we will continue to work in active collaboration 
with many stakeholders. We see our success not 
only in the leadership position we have maintained 
since we commenced operations in Nigeria but 
also in being a leader in ESG issues while 
delivering on our AMBITION 2025 strategic 
priorities.
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Our Year at a Glance

We supported customers in realising the benefits of a modern connected life through our sustainability 
approach. We actively monitor our progress and impact through various indicators in this report, 
highlighting key impact indicators below.

  Eco-responsibility   Sustainable Societies   Governance Economic value-added

3 IPP

60%

119 032

Commissioned 3 Independent 
Power Plants(IPP). 2 running on 
PNG & 1 running on CNG. Thus 
significantly reducing CO  2

emissions  

Reduction in paper & toner 
consumption from office 
digitisation campaign 

Units of solar-based  mobile 
electricity solution in partnership 
with Lumos  in homes & 
businesses nationwide 

>N2.9 billion

10.2 billion

Diversity

Value of academic scholarships 
awarded under the MTNF

Rapid and expedient 
transactions  enabled via USSD

31% of senior management
is women
23% of YDFS agents are women

83.4%

460

increase in reputation and trust 
with stakeholders

Ranked most valuable telecoms 
brand & most valuable 
multinational brand in Nigeria by 
Top 50 Brands Nigeria 

ethics e-learning modules 
completed by staff

>N2.9 trillion

>N2.7 trillion

~1 million

expenditure on networks in 
support of fixed investment in 
our markets

tax and levies contribution to 
host nations fiscus

strong distribution agent 
network, promoting enterprise 
and employment

Customers Frontline
workers

Communities &
businesses Government

N20.3 billion N503 million N1.05 billion N4.2 billion

Y’ ello Hope
Our COVID-19 response (over N25 billion value): Supporting national efforts to contain spread of the virus and mitigate it’s social and 
economic impact, while keeping our customers connected to loved ones, critical resources, & support.

• Over 4bn free sms sent in 3 
months

• Over 1.7m free money 
transfers by about 100,000 
people using the MoMo 
Agent Network 

• Over 3,000 Terrabytes free 
data used to access zero-
rated health websites, 

• Daily free access to Ayoba 
messaging app.

• Zero-rated access to 
educational websites for 
students and pupils.

• N500m in PPE and medical 
supplies from MTN 
Foundation

• Toll-free lines (3 months) to 
support consultations for 
high-risk patients - on-call 
doctors

• 350kva generator - NCDC 
Abuja Isolation center 

• The Revv Programme 
             - Over 24,000 registered for  
             masterclasses
             - Empowerment tools and  
             awareness creation  
             opportunities for 200 SMEs  
             (the � 200)
• N1bn - CACOVID donation
• N10m food - Lekki 

Foodbank.
• 5m technical & mentorship 

support - COVID Innovation 
Challenge

• 1.4bn in airtime, toll-free 
lines, devices and data - 
NCDC

• N500m in airtime, devices, 
data, and analytics - 36 state 
governments and FCT

• N9.2 m in data and airtime - 
Lagos State Government 

 

• N3.6 million in data - Federal 
Ministry Of Health

• Toll-free lines & airtime - 
Ministry of Humanitarian 
Affairs, Disaster Mgt, and 
Social Development
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76.5 million mobile subscribers

60.1% 4G population coverage

80.4% 3g population coverage

88.9% 2g population coverage

45.9% smartphone penetration

49.3% market share

N240bn in capital expenditure for technology investments

46,062 sites nationwide

Over N900 million invested in development projects through MTN Nigeria Foundation

Over 1,800 permanent staff 

8,392 shareholders

First to launch trial e-SIM card services

N1,346bn total revenue 

N191 billion total dividends paid

Reduced GHG gas emissions by 6,004.30TCO  from 20192

Launched � Hope: COVID-19 support valued at N25 billion

Most responsive organisation to the COVID-19 crisis by Nigerian Risk Awards

Carrier of carriers to more than 80 internet service providers

Provided 30,000km of fibre optics backbone 

Created alternative payment channels to over 4.7 million active MoMo customers

Other Key Highlights



19 years ago, MTN Nigeria opened its doors, and on 16 May 2019, the Company was listed and 
admitted to the Premium Board of the Nigerian Exchange Limited. MTN Nigeria has grown to become 
the largest publicly listed company in Nigeria by revenue. We made a total revenue of N1,346.4bn in 
2020.

As one of Africa's largest providers of communications services, the Company's strategic intent is to 
drive leading digital solutions for Nigeria's progress. With the committed team of over 1,800 
employees, MTN Nigeria connects about 76.5 million people in communities across the country with 
each other and the world. Guided by a belief that everybody deserves the benefits of a modern 
connected life, MTN Nigeria's leadership position in coverage, capacity and innovation has remained 
constant since its launch in 2001. MTN Nigeria is part of the MTN Group - a multinational 
telecommunications group, which operates in 20 countries in Africa and the Middle East.

Our values define what is important to us. They guide and inform our actions.
• Can-Do (optimism, future-focused, passionate, happening)
• Innovation (simplicity, imagination, insight, creativity)
• Integrity (solid principles, trusted, togetherness)
• Leadership (foresight, commitment, guidance)
• Relationships (teamwork, friendly, personal, warm, caring, connections)

1MTN Nigeria at a Glance
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1  To view more details about MTN Nigeria, you may view our 2020 Annual Report at 
https://www.mtnonline.com/about-us/investor/financial-reporting/annual-results/   



2Our Products and Services

At MTN Nigeria, we assume responsibility for our 
immediate environment. Through our unique 
products and services, we enable our customers 
take charge of their lives and become winners in 
their businesses, work-life and families.

We offer our products and services to our three 
broad customer segments, which we have further 
segmented based on demographics and 
behavioural characteristics.

A.  Consumer
This segment provides us with the unique 
opportunity to offer tailored products and services 
to different groups based on needs. Below is a 
brief description of each group:

High value
These are heavy users of our voice, data and/ or 
digital services. Key activities include business 
meetings, connecting with family and friends 
through calls, entertainment (digital services e.g. 
music, videos), etc.

Key products and propositions
Ÿ MTN HyNetflex
Ÿ XtraValue Carte/ Xtratime
Ÿ Music Time

Mass market
These sub-segments are moderate to low users of 
voice, data and digital services. Key activities 
include making and receiving calls, social media, 
remote payment options, and limited time on 
online entertainment platforms.

Key products and propositions
Ÿ TruTalk
Ÿ BetaTalk
Ÿ Yafun Yafun
Ÿ Ayoba instant messaging App
Ÿ MTN Beep

Youth segment
This segment covers the undergraduate and 
young professionals, with interest towards social 
networking, entertainment/infotainment, gaming, 
etc.

Key products and propositions
Ÿ Pulse
Ÿ Ayoba instant messaging App,
Ÿ Music Time
Ÿ MTN CallerTunez
Ÿ GoodyBag Social

B.  Enterprise
Focused on wholesale use of our products (voice 
and data), this segment addresses the widest 
variety of customer needs from simple mobile 
services of Small Office/ Home Office and micro 
enterprises to vertical and bespoke needs of small, 
medium, large enterprises, and public sector 
institutions.

Below is a brief description of each group:

Large Corporates 
This includes large and mid-size companies 
across several sectors and industries – Energy (oil 
& gas, power, etc.), Financial services (banking, 
insurance, fintech, etc.), Agriculture, etc.

Public sector 
The public sector segment covers federal and 
state governments and their ministr ies, 
departments and agencies. We provide them with 
technology, advisory and digital services. 

Small and Medium-scale Enterprises (SMEs) and 
Small Office/ Home Office (SOHO) 
This remains one of the most important segments 
because of the role it plays in the economy and is 
typically recognised as the “engine of growth.” 

We designed an innovative suite of products to 
meet their various needs covering voice and 
messaging, data centre services, web services, 
cloud, internet of things, submarine cables, 
networks, broadband and enterprise mobility. 
These suite of products are categorised under 
three verticals - mobile, fixed and ICT.

In the wake of the economic disruptions from the 
pandemic, we designed and delivered the 
mult ifaceted REVV programme aimed at 
supporting micro, small and medium enterprises 
(MSMEs).

2  To know more details about our products and services, you may visit our website at  
https://www.mtnonline.com/about-us/what-we-do/
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Over 20 ,000  MSMEs reg is tered  for our 
masterclass sessions and we provided support for 
200 MSMEs (� 200) who were selected from 
the programme, helping them to adapt to the 
digital marketplace.

We also delivered customised offerings for 
different verticals to continue their activities via 
online channels during the pandemic.

Ÿ MTN Education Suite – an array of packages to 
enhance online learning and collaboration 
among teachers and students.

Ÿ MTN Worship Suite  – carefully curated 
packages to enable congregations attend 
services, despite social distancing.

Ÿ MTN Healthcare Suite – intelligent calling 
services and shareable data to hospitals and 
other healthcare service providers. Access to 

zero-rated websites and apps to engage with 
patients where physical consultation is 
restricted or unavailable.

Ÿ Deployment of Microsoft Teams’ solution for the 
Nigeria Governors’ Forum.

C.  Wholesale
To provide high-quality services to wholesale 
customers, MTN GlobalConnect was established 
to accelerate the procurement of relevant 
infrastructure, which can be shared among the 
operating companies and facilitate the routing of 
the traffic in the markets where MTN operates.

Th is  enables  us  to  make ava i lab le  our 
infrastructure to third parties, including other 
telecommunications and technology companies 
and to resell excess capacity.

Enterprise business product suite:

03 13



Our Most Recent Awards and Recognitions

01

2020

Top Employer of 
the Year

Investors in 
People 

02

2020

Most Responsive 
Organisation to the 
COVID-19 Pandemic 

Nigerian Risk 
Awards

04

2020

Top CEO Award 
(Ferdi Moolman – CEO, 

MTN Nigeria)

BusinessDay

03

2020

Most Valuable 
Multinational 

Brand

Top 50 Brands 
Nigeria

05

2020

Brand of the Year 

Marketing Edge 
Award
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Industry Membership

We remain committed to adhering to high standards of governance, social and environmental policy and 
performance. We also belong to industry associations where, as members, we reflect their values and 
allow external stakeholders to hold us accountable. 

Manufacturing Association of Nigeria 
(MAN)                                                                                                                                 

Nigeria Employers’ Consultative 
Association (NECA) 

The E-Waste Producers Responsibility 
Organisation of Nigeria (EPRON)                                                                                             

The GSM Association 
(GSMA) 

Association of Licensed 
Telecommunications 

Operators of Nigeria (ALTON)                                                                                                            

Association of Telecommunications 
Companies of Nigeria (ATCON)  

Convention on Business 
Integrity (CBI)

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

International Telecommunications 
Union (ITU)

United Nations Global Compact 
(UNGC)

United Nation's Sustainable 
Development Goals (UN SDGs)

Telecommunication and Technology 
Sustainability Working Group 

(TTSWG)
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MTN Nigeria has various facilities which aid our efforts to meet our customers' needs. Some of these are 
listed below. 

Our Facilities

MTN Facility Locations

S/N State Locations Ownership
Type of 
Operation

Managed by 
Organisation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Lagos

 
Lagos

 Lagos

 Lagos 

Lagos 

Lagos

 Lagos

 
Lagos

 
Lagos

 Lagos

Lagos

 
Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

 

21ST CENTURY, 3 Saka Tinubu, 
Victoria Island

APAPA SWITCH & WAREHOUSE, Plot 
10 Apapa-Oshodi Expressway

AROMIRE REGIONAL OFFICE & 
SWITCH, 4A Aromire Road, Ikoyi

MTN PLAZA + RDLU, 1 Falomo 
Roundabout, Awolowo Road, Ikoyi

MTN PLAZA ENERGY CENTRE, 1 
Falomo Roundabout, Awolowo Road, 
Ikoyi

MTN PLAZA MULTI-STOREY CAR 
PARK, 1 Falomo Roundabout, 
Awolowo Road, Ikoyi

OJOTA  SWITCH, Kilometre 15, Ikorodu 
Road, Ojota 

OJOTA  SWITCH ENERGY CENTRE, 
FAMAD Kilometre 16, Ikorodu road, 
Ojota

MATORI WAREHOUSE, No 16 Fatai 
Atere Way Matori, Oshodi, Lagos

MAYFAIR GARDENS, Plot P3, Mayfair 
Gardens, Awoyaya-Ibeju Town 

MMA2, Murtala Mohammed Airport, 
Ikeja

YELLOCITY, 58, Adeola Odeku Street, 
Victoria Island

OPEBI SC, 3 Opebi Road, Ikeja

OPEBI SC CAR PARK (Abiola Int'l 
School, 1, Opebi Road)

VGC NOC, Plot 6N, VGC

VGC ONLINE CALL CENTER, HFP-
Ikota Julius Berger Main Yard, Lekki

WASC CABLE LANDING SWITCH 
OKUN MOPO

Leased

Owned

Owned

Leased

Leased

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Leased

Leased

Owned

Owned

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Office

Office

Office

Headquarters

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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S/N State Locations Ownership
Type of 
Operation

Managed by 
Organisation

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Lagos
 
Lagos
 
Lagos

 Lagos

 Lagos 

Lagos 

Lagos

 
Lagos 

Lagos

 Lagos

 Oyo

Oyo

Oyo

Oyo

Oyo

Rivers

Rivers

Rivers

Rivers

Rivers

Rivers

Rivers

ZENITH RDLU

APAPA RDLU

CROWN RDLU, Crown Estate, Lekki

IKEJA 1 RDLU, 22 Emina Cresent, off 
Toyin Street, Ikeja

IKEJA 2 RDLU, 9 Ali Balogun Street, off 
Adeniyi Jones, Ikeja 

MARINA RDLU, Marina, Lagos Island

1004 RDLU, 1004 Estate, Victoria 
Island

REEVE RDLU, Reeve Road, Ikoyi

DOLPHIN RDLU, D19 Dolphin 
Shopping Complex, Ikoyi

IBAFO FUEL DUMP, KM 32, Lagos-
Ibadan Expressway, next to Oando 
Filling Station

IBADAN SERVICE CENTER 1, Mobil 
Junction Ring Rd, Ibadan

IBADAN SWITCH, Plot 5, 
Secretariate/Bodija Rd, Agodi Govt. 
Residential Area Ibadan

IBADAN SOUTH-WEST CAR PARK, 
Gen Abdulkareem Adisa Close, Agodi, 
GRA

BENIN B2B, 32 Murtala  Mohammed 
Way, Benin

BENIN SWITCH, Lagos- Benin 
Expressway, Ishio, Ovia North-East 
LGA, Benin

16, PHC-Aba Expressway-Regional 
Office

PHC Switch – 1, Agudama St., D/Line-
Switch Location and Other Enclosures

PHC VGC Office – No. 5 Benjamin 
Okpara St., Olu-Obasanjo

Walk-in Centre,Plot 234, Aba Road, 
Port Harcourt 

Port Harcourt, RDLU Woji

Port Harcourt, RDLU Trans Amadi 

330 PH/Aba Road, PHC Old Regional 
Office

Leased

Leased

Leased

Leased

Leased

Leased

Leased

Leased

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Leased

Owned

Owned

Leased

Leased

Leased

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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S/N State Locations Ownership
Type of 
Operation

Managed by 
Organisation

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

Abia

Imo

Cross 
River

Enugu

Enugu

Delta

Delta

Delta

Delta

Delta

Abuja

Abuja 

Abuja

Abuja

 North

 
North

 North 

North
 
North

 North

 
North

Plateau 

9 / 11 Margret Avenue, Aba B2B Office

Plot 97&98,Naze Rd. Ind. Layout, 
Owerri Switch and Other Enclosures

Calabar  -  70 Eto Agbo Road, Calabar 
B2B

Walk-in Centre ,34 Zik Avenue, Uwani, 
Enugu 

Plots 17, 18, 92 & 93,Ekulu East 
Layout, Enugu Switch and Other 
Enclosures

Abo Nkpa Atufa Farm Land, Umuaji 
Quarters, Asaba Walk-in Centre and 
Regional Office

Abo Nkpa Atufa Farm Land, Umuaji 
Quarters, Car Park

No. 9, 3rd Street, Igbudu Estate, Near 
New Era Hospital, Warri 

VGC Car Park, Front of Bank of 
Agriculture

Atufa Farm at Umuaji Quarters in 
Oshimili South LGA, Asaba Switch and 
Other Enclosures 

ABUJA REGIONAL OFFICE, 4 Madeira 
Street, Maitama, Abuja

ABUJA SWITCH, 17 Blantyre Street, 
Wuse II, Abuja

DURUMI SWITCH/WAREHOUSE, 
Durumi District, Abuja

ABUJA CARPARK, Behind MTN Office, 
off Madeira Street, Maitama, Abuja

TRANSCORP, Transcorp Hilton Lobby, 
Abuja

VGC,  Durban Street, Wuse II, Abuja

AREWA RDLU

SHARON RDLU

UN BUILDING

WAREHOUSE BTS SITE (T1251), 
Durumi

ABUJA REGIONAL OFFICE, BTS SITE

JOS CALL CENTER/OFFICE, Joseph 
Gomwalk Street, Rayfield, Jos

Owned

Owned

Leased

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Owned

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Owned

Leased

Leased

Owned

Leased

Leased

Leased

Owned

Owned

Owned

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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S/N State Locations Ownership
Type of 
Operation

Managed by 
Organisation

62

63

64

65

Kano

Kano

Kaduna

Sokoto

KANO SC/REGIONAL OFFICE, 2A Civic 
Center, Kano

KANO SWITCH, Maimalari Road, 
Bompai, Kano

KADUNA SWITCH/SC, 4 - 6 Bank 
Road, off Ali kilu Road, Abakpa, 
Kaduna

SOKOTO SC/OFFICE, 6 Sultan 
Abubakar Road, Sokoto

Owned

Owned

Owned

Owned

Office

Office

Office

Office

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Keeping our materiality assessment process up-to-date is essential as this allows us to focus on 
analysing issues that are of priority to our stakeholders and us at any given time. As we progress to 
becoming a more sustainability-conscious company, we continue to perform materiality assessments as 
the need arises. Nevertheless, as there were no significant changes in our business model and operating 
environment, our material topics were based on the results of the materiality assessment carried out in 
2019. 

The Board has oversight functions over its committees and the Senior Management Team in identifying 
and managing social, economic and environmental impact, risks and opportunities. As the main 
approving authority, the board approves policies and statements that drive these processes by the 
Company.  Stakeholder consultations are at the heart of our activities, including shareholders, suppliers, 
employees and the communities in which the business operates.

3Materiality Assessment

1.  State security

2.  Socio-economic development

6.   Investor and business confidence

7.   Financial inclusion

5.  Socio-economic impact of mobile enterprises

9.    Transparent billing

10.  Affordability of communication services

11.  Opportunity for self-development and career growth

12.  Reward and recognition

13.  Regulatory compliance

14.  Information on long-term growth prospects

Top Matters

17. Business performance (profit, loss, revenue, 
       liquidity, assets, etc.)

15. Cultural sensitivity, inclusion and diversity

16. Multiple taxation/impact of regulation

Moderate Matters

22. Responsible corporate citizen

23. Issue resolution

3.  Digital human rights issues and national data sovereignty

4.  Quality of service

8.    Competitive commission payout

18. Environmental degradation

19. Conditions of basic employment with their employers - for 
       contractors

Low Matters

Material Topics

24. Accessibility and transparency of leadership

25. Industry competition, regulation, stability

20. Capacity building in ICT

21. Inclusive decision-making

3  Please find more information about the process out our materiality assessment in page 31 of our 2019 Sustainability Report 
https://www.mtnonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/MTN-Nigeria-Sustainability-Report-2019.pdf  
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Figure 1: Materiality Matrix
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Stakeholder Engagement

Since its inception, MTN Nigeria has proven to be a 
very trusted mobile telecommunications service 
provider. That has mainly been possible because 
we have dedicated our time and resources to 
building meaningful mutual relationships with 
those who are impacted by our business. These 
include Government (Regulators and Policy 
Makers, Ministries, Departments and Agencies 
(MDAs), State Governments and National and 
State Assemblies); Subscribers/Customers; Civil 
Society; Media; Trade Partners; Suppliers and 
Vendors; Organised Business; Mobile Industry; 
Investment Community; Equity Partners and Host 
Communities. Over time, we have been able to 
employ a multi-faceted engagement strategy that 
includes several communication channels. In 
addition, we have strengthened our relationship 
with regulatory bodies. We keep abreast of 
developments in the regulatory sphere and are 
able to resolve emerging issues amicably.

O u r i n te r n a l  a n d  ex te r n a l  s ta ke h o l d e r 
engagement process allows us to track and 
manage current and emerging issues. To manage 
our risks, we try to understand the expectations 
and the concerns of our stakeholders. To identify 
these, we engage with them regularly and 
continually improve our communication.

Our Engagement Approach
Below are the three primary factors we consider in 
selecting our stakeholders:

Ÿ Those who may be affected by our decisions and 
actions

Ÿ Those who may influence the implementation of 
our decisions and actions

Ÿ Those whose decisions and actions may affect 
our activities, decisions and actions.

Our stakeholder engagement approach involves 
the following:
Ÿ Planning
Ÿ Execution
Ÿ Reporting
Ÿ Monitoring and Evaluation.

Furthermore, the process for consultation 
between  s takeho lders  and  the  h ighest 
g o v e r n a n c e  b o d y  i s  d e l e g a t e d  t o  t h e 
Remuneration, Human Resources, Social and 
Ethics Management Committee who through the 
Ethics Team promotes an ethical culture based on 
our Code of Ethics, shared values and vital 
behaviours in the interest of all stakeholders. 

The Committee disseminates and communicates 
corporate ethics statements, policies and 
supporting publications to ensure employees' 
awareness; and conducts annual and periodic 
training for staff on ethics-related policies such as 
conflict of interest, whistleblowing, etc., and other 
related topics such as:

Ÿ Ethical Awareness
Ÿ Ethical Courage
Ÿ Ethical Behaviour

The Team also communicates through key ethics 
management reports and publications on MTN 
Nigeria, which includes the following:

Ÿ quarterly report to the Board;
Ÿ quarterly Ethics Management Progress Report 

to MTN Group;
Ÿ monthly report to the Governance Steering 

Committee in MTN Nigeria;
Ÿ monthly ethics publications - The Straight 

Shooter, What's and Why's, and Case Studies.  

Based on our interactions in the past year, the 
table below shows the main stakeholder groups, 
the communication medium used to engage with 
them and our understanding of their key interests. 
Also, through the feedback garnered during these 
engagements, we understood their concerns 
better and improved our communication.
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Stakeholder Engagement Grid

Stakeholder 
Category 

Mode of 
Engagement

Topic of Engagement Our Response

We promote state security by complying 
with subscriber KYC requirements. We 
also provide communication and 
logistics support to security agencies

We launched our � Hope Initiative to 
support Government's efforts in the fight 
against the COVID-19 pandemic. This is 
in addition to our corporate social 
investment initiatives through MTN 
Nigeria Foundation to support the socio-
economic development of Nigeria

We are mindful of our responsibility to 
uphold digital human rights and national 
data sovereignty and will continue to 
work with our stakeholders in this 
regard

We continued to demonstrate our 
commitment to delivering quality service 
to our customers. As a result, we rank 
top on the net promoter score

We made early payment of taxes ahead 
of established deadlines to support the 
Federal Inland Revenue Services' 
revenue acceleration efforts

We maintain zero tolerance to non-
compliance

Through MTN Nigeria Foundation, we 
committed over N900 million in various 
projects across the country to give back 
to our host communities. The 
programmes cut across youth 
empowerment, arts and culture, 
maternal and child health and national 
priority.

We organised MTN mPulse Hackathon - 
Theme: "Beyond COVID-19". An 
engagement looking to enable young 
adults, who are passionate about 
making a difference, build innovative 
COVID-19 related solutions to address 
the identified gaps.

State security

Socioeconomic development

Digital human rights issues and 
national data sovereignty

Quality of service

Tax compliance and other 
support to meet fiscal targets

Regulatory compliance

Community impact 

Youth empowerment

Formal meetings

Phone calls 

Virtual meetings

Email

Letters

Events

Government

Regulators and 
Policymakers

Civil Society

We have a transparent billing system, 
and we offer quality services at 
competitive prices

Our customer service team ensures 
prompt response to customer enquiries

As part of several initiatives under our 
� Hope package, we offered our 
subscribers free SMS targeted at 
providing value to the vulnerable in the 
society

Affordable communications 
services

Transparent billing

Issue resolution

Economic impact on the 
COVID-19 induced lockdown

Telephony 
services (Virtual)

Customers
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Stakeholder 
Category 

Mode of 
Engagement

Subject/Topic of Engagement Our Response

We provide accurate and timely 
information to keep our stakeholders 
and the general public abreast of 
developments in MTN Nigeria. We 
continue to maintain a mutually 
beneficial relationship with the media in 
this regard

We have put in place a process that 
ensures our commission payout is 
competitive

We take it as our responsibility to 
monitor and ensure that our trade 
partners meet the KYC and other 
regulatory compliance requirements

We ensure our vendors abide by all 
regulatory requirements to foster 
integrity and ethical behaviour

Because of the rising cost of doing 
business in Nigeria, we ensure fair 
pricing and strive towards timely 
payment

Our supply chain process is designed to 
support local content

We invest in employee capacity 
development programmes and provide 
different self-development and career 
growth platforms. In addition, our 
performance management system is 
designed to drive reward and 
recognition.  

We empowered our people to work 
remotely and implemented health 
measures and monitoring to ensure 
their safety and business continuity. We 
continue to provide welfare support to 
them through the MTN Global Staff 
Emergency Fund 

Access to information

Competitive commission 
payout

Regulatory compliance on 
obligations for KYC

Regulatory policy and 
requirements

Cost of doing business in Nigeria

Local content

Opportunity for self-
development and career 
growth

Reward and recognition

Virtual meetings

News releases

Press 
conferences

Virtual meetings

Emails

Virtual meetings

Emails

MTN Yammer

Emails

Virtual meetings

Media

Trade Partners

Vendors

MTN People

We continue to imbibe corporate 
governance best practices. We comply 
with the codes of corporate governance 
as a way of building trust and 
maintaining investors' confidence

The regulators provide a level playing 
ground for all operators

We strive to ensure that our operations 
are in line with sustainable business 
practices

Corporate governance and 
ethice

Industry competition

Sustainable business practices

Events 

Virtual Meetings

Organised 
Business
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Stakeholder 
Category 

Mode of 
Engagement

Subject/Topic of Engagement Our Response

We provide an update on business 
performance and corporate actions to 
shareholders and the investment 
community regularly

Our dedicated investor relations email 
address serves as one of the  channels 
through which we receive and respond 
to enquires

Our quarterly conference calls provide a 
platform for the investment community 
to interact with management.

We have a track record of dividend 
payment which is done twice a year, 
creating value for shareholders

Accurate and timely release of 
information
Business performance

Virtual meetings

Teleconference  
(Non-deal 
roadshow)

NGX Issuer Portal

Newspaper

MTN Nigeria 
website

We continued to collaborate with 
relevant stakeholders in the industry to 
promote policies that favour the 
development of the industry.

We established and reinforced MTN 
Nigeria's 'carrier of carriers' objective, 
working closely with other players and 
the Regulator to test and develop the 
National Roaming Framework for 
Nigeria.

Through MTN Foundation, we 
implemented several initiatives to 
address ICT capacity challenges among 
youths

Multiple taxations
Regulation and public policy
Capacity building in ICT

Virtual meetingMobile Industry

Investment 
Community and 
Equity partners
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Leadership and Management

In alignment with our AMBITION 2025, we are committed partners to stakeholders to create and protect 
value. We believe that having well-defined governance structures and processes expedite strategy into 
action. To this end, we have a solid and experienced management team with deep local and international 
expertise. A clear division of responsibilities at the head of our organisation ensures a balance of 
authority. No individual has unfettered decision-making powers, and no block of individuals can 
dominate the Board. Our Board Charter confirms that the operations of the Board and the executive 
responsibility for running the business are separate tasks.

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors are responsible for the governance of MTN Nigeria and are accountable to 
shareholders for creating and delivering sustainable value. MTN Nigeria conducts its affairs with 
transparency, accountability, prudence, fairness, and social responsibility, thereby seeking to balance 
the interests of all stakeholders. 

The Board provides practical and ethical leadership, determines the Company's purpose and values, the 
strategy to achieve its purpose, and ensures its values are implemented to remain a going concern. In 
addition, the Board ensures that procedures and practices are in place, protecting the Company's assets 
and reputation. Overall, the Board oversees the Company's affairs and ensures that it carries out its 
affairs within extant legislation, its Articles of Association and sound corporate governance principles. 

The nomination process into the Board is in line with the Board Charter, while the Codes of Corporate 
Governance outline the annual Board Evaluation Process. The criteria for nomination into the board 
includes:
• Integrity
• Commitment
• Regional balancing
• Familiarity with the economy

Presently, members of the Board of Directors – who cut across different ethnic groups and nationalities 
with extensive experience – are 16 in number (13 males and 3 females). The Chairman of the Board is a 
Non-Executive Director. The Independent Non-Executive Directors have a total tenure of nine (9) years 
while the Non-Executive Directors have a cumulative tenure of 15 years. The names, titles and pictures 
of the members of the Board of Directors are outlined on the following page.
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4Board of Directors

Rhidwaan Gasant
Independent Non-Executive 
Director

Micheal Ajukwu 
Independent Non-Executive 
Director

Andrew Alli
Non-Executive Director

Ralph Mupita
Non-Executive Director

Modupe Kadri 
Executive Director/
Chief Financial Officer

Muhammad Ahmad
Independent Non-Executive 
Director

Tsholofelo Molefe
Non-Executive Director
(Appointed wef 3 May 2021)

Paul Norman 
Non-Executive Director

Karl Toriola
Chief Executive Officer

Ferdi Moolman
Non-Executive Director

Omobola Johnson
Non-Executive Director

Abubakar Mahmoud SAN
Non-Executive Director

Ifueko Omoigui Okauru 
Non-Executive Director

Jens Schulte-Bockum
Non-Executive Director

Ernest Ndukwe
Chairman

Rob Shuter
Non-Executive Director
(Resigned wef 1 Sept. 2020)

 4 To view the profile of our Board of Directors view page 77 of our 2020 Annual Report 
https://www.mtnonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/MTN-Nigeria-Annual-Report-2020.pdf
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We have a governance structure comprising the 
board of directors and four board committees: 
Board Audit Committee, Risk Management and 
Compliance Committee, Nomination and 
Governance Committee and Remuneration, 
Human Resources, Social and Ethics Committee. 
The Board of Directors through the Remuneration, 
Human Resources, Social and Ethics Management 
Committee is responsible for decision-making on 
economic, environmental, and social topics.

T h e  C o m p a n y  S e c r e t a r y  d r i v e s  t h e 
implementation of ESG principles and reports 
directly to the Board through the Chairman.
Critical concerns are communicated through the 
Chief Executive Officer, who reports to the Board 
and makes a quarterly presentation on business 
performance and other aspects of the Company's 
operations. 

Furthermore, the board committees meet with the 
Management Team to consider reports, a 
minimum of once every quarter. Economic, 
environmental and social topics are discussed 
and delegated to Management at such sessions 
with feedback reported to the Board at regular 
intervals before the next meeting.

The Nomination and Governance Committee is 
responsible for leading the process of identifying, 
screening and recommending candidates for 
appointment to the Board. An external consultant 
is engaged to identify appropriate candidates who 
embody the highest standards of personal and 
professional integrity and ethics for nomination 
consideration. Checks are also carried out to 
ensure that prospective directors are fit and 
proper persons before an appointment.   

Within the organisation, there exists a robust 
Board Appointment and Succession Policy that 
ensures:                                                               
Ÿ A built-in balance of continuity and turnover
Ÿ Regular infusion of fresh ideas and new 

perspectives to the Board
Ÿ Composition of qualified individuals with 

appropriate skills and competencies
Ÿ Improved Board performance and effectiveness
Ÿ Defined skills and competencies profile that 

reflects the needs of the Board
Ÿ Criteria for assessing the independence of 

directors
Ÿ A broad framework for assessing prospective 

and existing board members
Ÿ Compliance with regulatory provisions.

Below are the criteria used for nominating and 
selecting the highest governance body members: 

Executive Directors:  First degree from a 
recognised institution with an acceptable 
professional qualification; proven skills and 
competencies in their fields. Knowledge of the 
operations of the Company and relevant laws and 
regulations guiding the telecoms industry.

Non-Executive Directors: Demonstrate evidence 
of efficient management/directorship in well-run 
organisations.

Independent Non-Executive Directors: Must meet 
the independence criteria for Independent Non-
Executive Directors.

Diversity of members is considered especially in 
an industry such as telecommunications

Upon appointment to the Board, all directors 
receive an induction tailored to support a 
seamless onboarding experience. The induction, 
which the Company Secretary arranges, may 
include meetings with senior management staff 
and key external advisors to assist Directors in 
acquiring a detailed understanding of the 
Company's operations, business plan, business 
environment, stakeholder ecosystem and priority 
areas. In addition, the Company attaches great 
importance to the continuous development of its 
directors to enhance their performance on the 
Board and the various committees to which they 
belong and creates an annual training plan for 
constant education and development of the 
Board.

Where the Board requires further information, 
Management reports help the Board understand 
company operations and their impact on all 
stakeholders.

A board performance appraisal and evaluation is 
carried out annually to ensure that the board 
complies with all rules, regulations, laws and 
p ra c t i c e s  re q u i re d  fo r  e f fe c t i ve  b o a rd 
performance. An external and independent 
consultant carries this out for accuracy and 
objectivity. Economic, social and environmental 
issues are considered in measuring the 
performance of the Board. This is in addition to a 
governance evaluation. The reports from these 
evaluations are presented to the Board and 
discussed extensively. Where recommendations 
are made, an implementation plan is created to 
drive the same and effect the recommendations 
and or changes accordingly.
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Executive Management

Karl Toriola
Chief Executive Officer

Modupe Kadri
Executive Director/Chief
Financial Officer (CFO)

Esther Akinnukawe
Chief Human Resource 
Officer

Uto Ukpanah
Company Secretary

Mazen Mroue
Chief Operating Officer

Tobechukwu Okigbo
Chief Corporate Services 
Officer

Lynda Saint-Nwafor
Chief Enterprise Business 
Officer

Mohammed Rufai
Chief Technical Officer

Adekunle Adebiyi
Chief Sales and Distribution 
Officer

Cyril Ilok
Chief Risk and Compliance 
Officer

Ibe Etea
General Manager, Internal 
Audit and Fraud Management

Anthony Obi
Ag. Chief Marketing Officer

Srinivas Rao
Chief Digital Officer

Usoro Usoro
General Manager, Mobile 
Financial Services

Randy Bikraj
Chief Information Officer

Kolawole Oyeyemi
General Manager, Customer 
Experience

Ugonwa Nwoye
Chief Customer Relations 
Officer

Olubayo Adekanmbi
Chief Transformation Officer
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Conflict of Interest
To effect meaningful change, we must address the 
issues that matter most to those impacted by our 
business. Accordingly, we have developed 
measures and processes to ensure prompt 
disclosures are made to identify and manage any 
potential conflicts of interest. As part of our laid 
down code of conduct, all directors, executives 
and employees of MTN Nigeria are encouraged to 
avoid situations where conflicts may arise and act 
in the best interest of our organisation.

The Board maintains robust procedures to ensure 
that related party transactions and potential 
conflicts of interest are identified, disclosed and 
managed. These procedures include the 
declaration of interests in other businesses by 
directors on appointment to the Board and on an 
ongoing basis. They are required to declare their 
interests and bring such declarations to the 
attention of the Board.   

Declaration of conflicts is a standing item on the 
agenda at every meeting of the Board. At 
meetings, Board members are expected to avoid 
deliberations that involve matters likely to 
constitute conflict or for which the same has been 
declared. They are also to disclose other 
directorships, and finally, a conflict of interest 
declaration form is signed quarterly.                                                                    

Directors are also expected to disclose to the 
Company Secretary immediately they purchase 
shares of the Company.  Where it is identified that 
a related-party relationship exists, the Board 
agrees on specific additional procedures to 
ensure the effective management of potential 
conflicts of interest. 

Furthermore, we have also published a Board 
approved Supplier Code of Conduct which defines 
the minimum standard that our suppliers, 
employees and subcontractors must meet. This 
provides information around how all suppliers 
should avoid the appearance of or actual 
improprieties or conflicts of interests. Other 
d i s c l o s u r e s  o n  c o n t ra c t s ,  s u b s t a n t i a l 
shareholding, and related party transactions are 
also expected to be promptly disclosed. Also, our 
staff members are encouraged to declare any 
seeming potential conflict, and reminders are sent 
regularly to ensure compliance.

5Risk Management
Risk Management is central to our organisational 
culture and design of corporate strategies. Our 
Board approved Risk Framework guides the 
process of identifying, analysing and evaluating 
business risks and the development of risk 
mitigations which ensures that all identified risks 
are reduced to the barest minimum. 

Our Risk Management approach is based on the 
ISO 31000 guidelines and the COSO framework. It 
is supported by other leading global standards for 
risk management such as ISO 27001 and ISO 
22301. The process ensures the appropriate 
ownership of risk and accountability for risk 
management by all stakeholders in the value chain 
collaboratively between the risk management 
team and process owners across the Company. 
The process is built on a top-down and bottom-up 
approach with the Board responsible for the 
gove r n a n c e  o f  r i s k  m a n a ge m e n t w h i l e 
management and staff play a critical role in 
supporting the board in achieving its risk 
management objectives. 

Governing Principles and Policies
The Board of Directors delegates authority to the 
Remuneration, Human Resources, Social and 
Ethics Management Committee, which is tasked 
with promoting and institutionalising ethical 
compliance in line with MTN Nigeria's values 
(Leadership, Integrity, Relationship, Innovation 
and Can do). The Compliance and Ethics Team 
drives and coordinates the day-to-day ethics 
management functions.

Ethics and Compliance
At MTN Nigeria, ethics mean the continuous 
adherence to sound business conduct wherein we 
maintain a reputation of honesty, fairness and 
oppose illegal practices. We are committed to 
conducting ourselves fairly and lawfully in all our 
business relationships and ensuring zero 
tolerance for corruption amongst our employees. 
In line with this commitment, we have strict 
policies, systems and processes in place to ensure 
that we always act ethically under the country's 
legislation. Guided by these principles and 
standards, our directors and management are 
required to exercise rigorous ethical judgement in 
leading and acting in the best interests of all 
stakeholders. 

5 To know more about our risk management framework, view page 51 of our 2020 
Annual Report https://www.mtnonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/MTN-
Nigeria-Annual-Report-2020.pdf
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We have endeavoured to identify and implement a 
code of conduct that is in line with the regulatory 
requirements and will ensure that the interest of 
our stakeholders is respected. The code of conduct 
outlines the principles, standards, values and 
behaviours required of our employees when 
confronting unclear ethical circumstances. The 
code ensures that our directors, executives, and 
employees maintain the highest accountability, 
integrity, and professionalism.

Our Code of Conduct, together with the Social and 
Ethics Statement and the Employee Conduct 
Pledge, provide standards of conduct for all 
employees and directors. We are strengthening 
our ethical identity through a systematic ethics 
management programme that has been 
implemented and is being monitored. We ensure 
compliance with the following codes of corporate 
governance and listing standards below:

Ÿ The Code of Corporate Governance for public 
companies in Nigeria issued by the Securities 
and Exchange Commission 2011

Ÿ The Nigerian Communications Commission 
Code of Corporate Governance for the 
Telecommunications industry 2016

Ÿ The Nigerian Code of Corporate Governance 
in 2018

Ÿ Nigerian Exchange Limited Rulebook 2015.

MTN Nigeria promotes sound ethical behaviour 
through a series of internal campaigns launched 
to create awareness, such as 'The Ethics Week'. 
The Ethics Week provides a viable platform for 
inculcating sound ethical behaviour into our 
employees.

In October 2020, the Company received a fine in 
t h e  s u m  o f  N G N 6 m  f ro m  t h e  N i ge r i a n 
Communications Commission (NCC) for non 
compliance with its SIM replacement guidelines in 
respect of 24 MSISDNs picked up during a SIM 
replacement audit earlier in the year. The fine has 
been paid.

Whistleblowing
MTN Nigeria is committed to a culture of zero-
tolerance towards fraud, bribery, corruption, and 
any illegal activity throughout the organisation. 
We recognise the importance of having 
procedures and a platform where employees and 
other stakeholders can safely report fraud, 
misconduct, illegal activities or other irregularities.

We encourage employees to report any fraud, 
illegality and bribery incidents against MTN by any 
internal or external party, using our various 
reporting procedures. We have a Non-Retaliation 
Policy to protect whistleblowers from victimisation 
against those whose disciplinary action has been 
taken as a result of third-party information. Also, 
disciplinary action is taken against those who 
make unfounded and malicious reports.

The Protected Disclosure Act, Act 26 of 2000 offers 
protection, against occupational detriment, to a 
whistleblower who discloses to an employer in 
good faith and without malicious intent. Per the 
Protected Disclosure Act, Act 26 of 2000, we 
undertake to protect employees against any 
operational detriment or reprisals resulting from 
whistleblowing in the workplace. Should the need 
arise, we offer reasonable personal protection to 
the whistleblower and persons living in the same 
household as the whistleblower.

Additionally, we have a direct link on our website 
(https://www.mtnonline.com/about-us/who-we-
a r e /o u r- c o d e - o f- e t h i c s / ) , p ro v i d e d  fo r 
whistleblowing. Internally, we have a direct link on 
our intranet page to disseminate information to 
enable our people to report identified breaches. 
Reported breaches are investigated, and a formal 
disciplinary procedure is followed to address such.

There was no whistleblowing case or staff 
infraction reported in 2020. However, we continue 
to adhere to the highest principles of corporate 
governance and constant ly ensure that 
incidences of bribery and corruption, human 
rights violations, harassment, and discrimination 
of any kind, are not found in our operations.

Data Security and Privacy
Our Data Security and Privacy Policy apply to:
Ÿ Customers or users who are natural persons
Ÿ Customers or users who are organisations
Ÿ MTN employees and job applicants or 

prospective employees.

Services accessed through our website, mobile 
applications, USSD, SMS or any other products 
and services that customers are subscribed to 
may require them to provide their personal 
information or company information, depending 
on the type of service and product.  Some personal 
information we may request are listed but are not 
limited to:
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Ÿ Name, registered address and bi l l ing 
information

Ÿ IP address, browser type, operating system, 
mobile carrier, Internet Service Provider, and 
mobile applications with embedded MTN 
platform technology. (Through cookies and 
other technologies, we can recognise you as 
an existing or registered user of the MTN 
website and/or mobile application and can 
serve you better as a result)

Ÿ Information relating to a job application or 
employment such as race, gender, sex, marital 
status, nationality, state of origin, age, physical 
or mental health, well-being, disability, 
religion, conscience, belief, culture, language 
and date of birth. This also includes but is not 
limited to information relating to the education 
or the medical ,  f inancial ,  criminal or 
employment history.

We strongly believe that the security of customers' 
personal information is essential. Thus, we have 
adopted reasonable security measures, such as 
encryption, to protect your personal information 
when transmitting payment information, including 
your credit card information. For example, an icon 
resembling a padlock is displayed on the bottom of 
most internet browser windows during encrypted 
transactions to protect any data you store on our 
servers. 

We regularly audit our systems for possible 
vulnerabilities and attacks and maintain an 
information security programme internally to 
ensure that customers' personal information is 
protected against unauthorised access, 
accidental loss or destruction.

We wi l l  only share customers' personal 
information with third parties where it is necessary 
to deliver services, following a lawful order of 
request without recourse to the customer. If we 
have received a request for customers' personal 
information concerning any suspected or alleged 
criminal activity, we are obliged to disclose the 
information by law and are prohibited from 
informing the customer.
Additionally, third parties we employ to perform 
certain functions are assessed to ensure that they 

securely handle customer or user information. As a 
result, these third parties have access to our 
customers' personal information needed to 
perform their functions and for purposes clearly 
defined by MTN Nigeria.

In the reporting year, we received one complaint 
from the Nigerian Police Force (NPF) and seven 
from various legal firms on behalf of various 
claimants concerning frauds/theft on their lines.
We received five complaints from regulatory 
bodies (Federal Competition and Consumer 
Protection Commission and NCC relating to 
customer complaints of data breaches).

Furthermore, 14 customers reported and verified 
cases for theft and loss of customer data.

Labour Practices
At MTN Nigeria, we remain compliant with all 
labour laws and the United Nations Global 
Compact principles because respecting and 
upholding human rights is important to our 
success and sustainability. We do not condone 
child, forced or compulsory labour in our 
operations. We also mandate that our business 
partners and suppliers do not condone same.

There were no cases of human rights violations 
either through child or forced labour for the 
reporting year.
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6Ethical Economics
We are committed to boosting inclusive economic 
growth on the continent. Meeting our customers' 
needs promptly has enabled us to not only 
generate economic opportunities for our business 
but create direct and indirect economic value for 
our investors and the country as a whole. 

We committed over N240bn in capital expenditure 
for technology investments during the year. This 
translates to growth for our business activities 
resulting in higher returns for our shareholders, 
increased job creation and millions paid to the 
government as tax revenues to sustain public 
services. 

Enabling Digital Access for All
At MTN Nigeria, we are spearheading e-SIM 
adoption in Nigeria as part of our efforts to enable 
a digital economy and make the lives of our 
customers brighter. This was part of our continued 
drive to lead digital transformation, foster 
inclusion, improve customer experience and 
maintain the highest quality of service. e-SIM is the 
next step in the evolution of Subscriber Identity 
Modules (SIM) cards designed to deliver 
unmatched freedom and flexibility. 

Unlike the physical SIMs, the e-SIMs are built into 
smartphones, devices and wearables. They 
support multiple profiles and allow customers to 
connect multiple numbers to their e-SIM devices. 
The introduction of the e-SIM will offer customers 
an easy-to-use and distinctive digital experience 
with new levels of flexibility, simplicity and 
convenience.

The e-SIMs are useful for those who want to 
manage personal and business lines easily and 
effectively. The new technology will also be 
extremely convenient for frequent travellers and 
tourists, making it easier for them to opt for and 
keep a local subscription when visiting Nigeria. 
Soon, e-SIM users will also be able to link multiple 
compatible devices and smart wearables such as 
tablets, smartwatches, etc., to their profile. All it 
takes is a visit to an MTN service centre, and 
frontline staff will help in registration and 
onboarding at no cost. 

Our mobile digital service platforms expose and 
leverage our connectivity, payment capabilities 
and foster an  ecosystem to  he lp  dr ive 

technological innovation. Current products and 
services are delivered through strategic 
partnerships.  Some of the services are listed 
below:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Ÿ Ayoba, a free, all-in-one app that allows you to 

listen to music, play games, chat and enjoy 
news and a variety of lifestyle entertainment 
channels

Ÿ Tidal Music, a music streaming service with 
more than 60 million songs and 250,000 high-
quality videos and thousands of expertly 
curated playlists

Ÿ MTN Gameworld, a mobile gaming app with a 
web version that gives customers access to 
hundreds of premium games,  onl ine 
competitions, and much more

Ÿ MTN Apps Club which allows for 1200+ top 
premium quality apps & games without 
advertisements                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Ÿ Showmax, a streaming video-on-demand 
service that offers subscribers exclusive local 
and international movies, exclusive live 
sporting events, kids show series and other 
live events. MTN network users can pay for 
their Showmax subscription from their airtime, 
launch the app and start streaming content

Ÿ Content VAS
Ÿ MTN CallerTunez, allows customers to change 

the boring “ring-ring” tone heard when people 
call to a personalized tune of their choice

Ÿ MTN CallerFeel is a service that allows you to 
express yourself through short messages that 
appear on your callers' phone screens when 
they call your line. The message appears as a 
pop-up notification. You can also use smileys 
and emoticons to make your message more 
exciting

Ÿ MTN Who Dey Call displays you the name of 
anyone that calls you. The service will show 
you blocked, unknown, and spam phone 
numbers. Customers get to see the caller's 
name as a pop-up message before they pick 
the call

Ÿ MTN Yello Ads is a mobile advertising platform 
designed to take advantage of the widespread 
use of mobile phones. Using SMS, voice 
notifications, and web mobile channels, MTN 
Mobile Ads helps brands reach their target 
customers more efficiently and effectively 
than traditional advertising.    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

6 For more information about our economic impact, view our 2020 Annual Report 
https://www.mtnonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/MTN-Nigeria-Annual-Report-2020.pdf
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Mobile Financial Services and Fostering 
Enterprise Development
Over the years, we have been able to help our 
people, customers, and stakeholders make smart 
financial transactions using their cell phones and 
support them with entertainment or online 
shopping through investments in onl ine 
ventures/platforms and mobile apps.

In addition to that, we have been able to expand 
our telecommunications and mobile financial 
services to rural and underserved areas. In August 
2019, we obtained a super-agent license to create 
an agent network that reaches out to banked and 
unbanked customers through the 'Yello Digital 
Financial Services', otherwise known as MoMo 
Agents. MoMo Agents are retail outlets that render 
financial services to customers by sending and 
receiving money everywhere in Nigeria without 
internet access. The MoMo agent network 
provides services such as cash2cash transfer, 
airtime, data sales and standardised bill 
payments. This mobile financial service is geared 
towards ensuring financial inclusion for women. 
As of December 2020, 23% of MoMo agents in 
Nigeria are women, and 16% of the 4.7 million 
customers using the agent network are women.  
We strive to foster socio-economic development 
and deepen financial inclusion through our mobile 
financial services. 

During the year, the total transaction volume on 
the network was more than 51million.

Advancing Voice and Data Connectivity
Our voice connectivity incorporates national and 
international calls and is available to a wide range 
of our customers. We offer prepaid and post-paid 
voice services based on their needs. There are 
well-defined tariff plans tailored to suit the needs 
of the three key categories of our society: the high 
value, youth and mass. Besides person-to-person 
voice call services, we have the following 
additional voice-based services namely:
Ÿ Call forwarding
Ÿ International calls
Ÿ Roaming
Ÿ Call me back
Ÿ Conference calls.

Our mobile data service encompasses 2G, 3G, and 
4G networks which are very important for our 
mobile financial services as technological 
innovation improves. 

Tax Performance
An organisation's decisions, activities, and 
operations give rise to various areas of 
uncertainty and business risks. Some of these 
uncertainties include tax. Tax compliance is a key 
consideration for businesses in a landscape of 
changing regulations. Considering the penalties 
from non-compliance to tax obligations are 
usually very massive, there is increasing pressure 
on boards of corporations to ensure full 
compliance with tax obligations. With this comes a 
responsibility to report on tax matters to ensure 
that all stakeholders are well informed of 
compliance level and contribution to the 
Government's revenue drive. MTN Nigeria is one of 
the biggest taxpayers in Nigeria and has 
continued to meet all its tax obligations. Since its 
inception, the Company has paid over N2.7 trillion 
in taxes and levies to Government. MTN Nigeria's 
management of its tax affairs is directly relevant to 
its shareholders and other internal and external 
stakeholders. 

To this end, MTN Nigeria has guidelines for 
implementing a tax strategy that will provide a 
clear tax governance framework for all its 
subsidiaries to ensure full compliance and 
minimise tax risks. The framework considers that 
tax obligations and the associated risks are 
managed and monitored by many different 
personnel, functions, systems, and processes 
within the MTN Nigeria business.

As MTN Nigeria operates only in Nigeria and is a 
member of the MTN Group, the MTN Group is 
responsible for making country-by-country 
reporting disclosures. In compliance with local 
laws, MTN Nigeria completes and submits a 
notification to the tax authorities stating MTN 
Group as the entity responsible for country-by-
country reporting.

Supplier Responsibility
Our supply chain is key to the success of our 
business. It enables the creation and protection of 
value for the business and aims to drive 
operational efficiency and improved service 
delivery. In addition, our supply chain activities 
impact third party suppliers who derive financial 
benefits through the delivery of goods and 
services required by the company.
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Management has varying policies and procedures 
to manage its supply chain processes. This 
includes the global yellow book on procurement, 
local sourcing guidelines, supplier onboarding 
procedure, and so on. Compliance with these 
policies and procedures are reviewed regularly by 
the internal audit team and reported to 
Management.

The MTN Supply Chain � Book and sourcing 
process reflect the principle of segregation of 
responsibilities between requisitioning and 
sourcing by specifying their separate and distinct 
functions within the overall supply chain process. 
At the same time, cooperation between the 
requisitioning and sourcing departments is 
essential to ensure that MTN Nigeria obtains high-
quality goods and services that meet the 
applicable specifications and Scope of Work (SoW) 
at competitive prices and within the time frame 
required.

The Global Sourcing and Supply Chain (GSSC) 
process is designed to protect both the Company 
and its employees in the supply chain activities by 
defining GSSC strategies and principles based on 
the underlying value and belief systems.

The process guidelines take note of the 
significance of the input required from the GSSC 
department for long and short-term business 
planning of the company, not only from the 
perspective of the monetary value of the 
company 's  sourc ing and the  impact of 
procurement savings but a lso from the 
perspective of the management of strategic and 
operational risk to the company.

GSSC staff are responsible for the demand 
planning, purchase and rental of goods and 
services, and other requirements of MTN Nigeria. 
This function involves the invitation of suppliers to 
register, submit quotations, bids and proposals, 
negotiate with suppliers, and issue purchase 
orders, among others.

The Integrated Facilities Management Model is in 
operation across MTN Nigeria facilities. Officially 
MTN Nigeria's business hours are 7:30 am to 4:30 
pm. However, the business runs 24/7 operations 
to meet customers' expectations. As a result, 
business expansion is usually in line with business 
needs of meeting strategic objectives.

We have a system, Oracle e-sourcing, for 
prequalification. It is mandatory for intending 
suppliers to declare that they do not engage in 
activit ies that wil l  negatively impact the 
environment and do not discriminate against 
anyone based on race, sex, tribe, etc, in engaging 
people for their activity. Any intending supplier that 
declares that they do not comply with applicable 
laws on this is not approved for business 
transactions. Management put this process in 
place to ensure that only compliant prospective 
suppliers are prequalified to do business with MTN 
Nigeria. Out of the suppliers screened for 2020 on 
Expression of Interest, 234 suppliers were 
approved without any negative impact. During the 
reporting year, no supplier was identified as 
having a negative environmental and social 
impact through the prequalification exercise.
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Committed Team

MTN Nigeria's employees are often referred to as MTNers or MTN People. MTN People are our most 
valuable players as they are the primary drivers of our AMBITION 2025. They provide insights that drive 
our success as a telecommunications organisation and make progressive contributions to our brand 
and growth. 

During the reporting period, we had a total of 2,773 employees, comprising of 1,856 permanent staff, 
917 third-party staff. Information on our employees is stored on our Oracle Human Resource 
Information System (HRIS). The nature and scale of work performed include administrative, operations, 
and technical tasks. The charts below show an illustration of our employee demographics:

Fig 2: Employee Profile

Permanent Employees: 1,856 Third-party Staff: 917

Figure 3: Permanent Employees by Gender

Female: 614Male: 1,242

Figure 4: Number of New Hires by Gender

Female: 26Male: 16

Figure 5: Rate of Employee Hire

Employee Hire: 2.39%

Figure 6: Employee Turnover Rate

Employee Turnover Rate: 3.37%
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Diversity and Inclusion is a business imperative 
that extends beyond our commercial business to 
all our stakeholders and entire ecosystem. We 
provide equal opportunities and do not tolerate 
discrimination against any employee (or 
applicant) based on gender, ethnicity, nationality, 
race, religion, creed, age, marital status, disability, 
or any other category protected by federal, state, 
and local legislations.

MTN Nigeria is committed to ensuring pay parity 
for all employees undertaking similar work of 
equal value. Pay is determined by the internal job 
worth hierarchy (based on the hay methodology), 
p e r fo r m a n c e ,  e x p e r i e n c e ,  a n d  m a r k e t 
considerations. Furthermore, we conduct annual 
reviews of remuneration to ensure internal equity.

Figure 7: Governance Body Categorisation by 
Gender 

Male: 3.1% Female: 3.86%

Figure 11: Average Hours of Training by Gender

Male: 34 hours Female: 28 hours

Diversity and Inclusion

Over 50 = 0.79% (15)

Figure 8: Governance Body Categorisation by Age

Under 30 : 0 30-50 = 2.55% (48)

Figure 9: Percentage of Employees per Catergory 
by Gender

Employee Category Female % Male % Grand Total %

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 3H

Level 4

Level 5

Grand Total

5.06

20.03

5.27

1.44

1.12

0.16

33.08

7.03

38.68

13.75

5.33

1.60

0.53

66.92

12.09

58.71

19.02

6.77

2.72

0.69

100.00

Employee 
Category

30-50 
years 
old %

Over 50 
years 
old %

Under 30 
years 
old %

Grand Total %

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 3H

Level 4

Level 5

Grand Total

12.09

58.71

19.02

6.77

2.72

0.69

100.00

0.05

54.50

17.79

6.23

2.18

0.43

86.09

0.05

1.86

1.12

0.53

0.53

0.27

4.37

7.09

2.34

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.54

Learning and Development
We provide continuous capacity development 
programs to encourage, motivate and increase 
workforce retention. The capacity development 
programs range from leadership, technical to 
behavioural classes/courses. To foster such 
learning, we have an e-learning platform known 
as MTN-Learn that is available to all our 
employees, which features self-paced learning 
and has over 120,000 learning activities cutting 
across all spheres of knowledge. All our employees 
receive regular performance and career 
development feedback.

Furthermore, we expose all employees to training 
on being ethical. This training outlines the need to 
display ethical conduct in their personal and 
professional lives, emphasising zero-tolerance for 
corrupt practices. New employees participate in 
this training during their induction, while a 
refresher is deployed annually.

Figure 10: Percentage of Employees per Catergory by 
Age Group
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Figure 12: Average Hours of Training by Employee Category 

Non-Management: 
44 hours

Mid-Management: 
36 hours

Senior Management: 
32 hours

Executive Management: 
12 hours

Remuneration and Benefits
We do not structure our remunerations based on 
gender or any discriminatory practice. Instead, our 
remuneration is based on the job description and 
the market rates for such roles. To determine 
employee remuneration, we follow due processes 
such as conduct ing a  thorough market 
remuneration survey, consumer price index 
(inflation), company performance, and board 
approval. Also, we engage the services of 
independent consultants for the market 
remuneration surveys as well as involve our 
stakeholders in determining remuneration 
through employee feedback mechanisms such as 
roadshows, employee council , leadership 
engagement sessions and village meetings.

Additionally, MTN Nigeria is committed to ensuring 
that fees payable to non-executive directors are 
reflective of their roles and responsibilities and 
based on a benchmark and remuneration survey 

of fees paid to non-executive directors of a 
comparative group of listed companies. The 
particular skills, experience and capabilities of the 
non-executive directors are also considered in the 
fee levels to ensure that their remuneration 
remains competitive and in accordance with the 
increasing level of responsibility placed on them. 
The remuneration consultants are independent of 
management and board.

Remuneration for directors includes directors fees 
and sitt ing al lowance. Senior executives 
remuneration include performance-based 
payments, bonuses, and equity-based benefits. In 
addition, there is an approved Clawback Policy.

Directors' remuneration is duly approved by 
shareholders and reported in the Annual report of 
the Company.

Table 3: Benefits Applicable to Staff

Table 4: Parental Leave

Benefit Beneficiary

Life Insurance

Health Care

Parental Leave

Retirement Provision

Disability and Invalidity Coverage

Stock Ownership

Others

All Employees

All Employees

All Employees Provided They Qualify

All Employees

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Parental Leave Male Female

Employees entitled to parental leave

Employees who took parental leave

Employees that returned to work in the reporting period after parental leave 

ended

Employees that returned to work after parental leave ended that were still 

employed 12 months after their return to work

Employees that took leave who 'returned to work' and were 'retained’

941

56

407

40

All

92

All
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Health and Safety
Our employees' health, safety, and security are 
paramount to the Company as MTNers are the 
greatest asset. Accordingly, MTN Nigeria is 
committed to the health and safety of employees, 
contractors and visitors on our sites under the 
provisions of Factories Act 2004 and Labour law 
2004. 

The Leadership of MTN Nigeria has demonstrated 
this commitment to safety by putting up a Health, 
Safety and Environment Policy signed by the 
company's Chief Executive Officer. Safety roles 
and responsibilities are assigned to employees 
while the Leadership leads safety from the front. 
The Safety Manager drives the day-to-day safety 
programs in line with safety regulations, and 
workplace hazards are proactively identified and 
controlled to mitigate risk and prevent an accident. 
In MTN Nigeria, safety cuts across the entire 
business and its offices across the country. In 
addition, the Company extends safety watch and 
coverage to customer outlets and MTN Nigeria 
footprints. 

At the Regional offices, Switches and Warehouses 
across the country, the Regional Safety 
Coordinators and Safety Officers work with the 
Regional team to ensure compliance with safety 
standards daily and reports to the Safety Manager.
O u r  a p p r o a c h  t o  s a f e t y  i s  " C o n t i n u a l 
Improvement". We continue to improve our safety 
systems and practices by reviewing trends, 
benchmarking with best industrial practices, 
feedback from employees, contractors and 
stakeholders. 

We have a robust safety program to achieve 
Management's commitment to safety and always 
ensure a safe work environment. Safety programs 
such as permit to work system, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), safe work procedures for 
high-risk activity, safety policies as guidelines and 
other programs are in place to ensure hazardous 
and high-risk activities are safely accomplished. 
The standard operating procedures provide step 
by step guidelines to accomplish the hazardous 
task safely, while the permit to work ensures that 
for all hazardous and high-risk jobs onsite, a 
thorough risk assessment is conducted, and 
safety controls are put in place to eliminate or 

mitigate risk before issuance of the permit to work. 
In addition to the documented policies and safe 
operating procedures, the company has an 
Incident Management Policy to effectively manage 
safety incidents and prevent escalation. The 
company has an emergency response procedure, 
trained incident Marshals, and Peer Educators 
that conducts training and sensitise colleagues on 
safety and health-related issues. 

Safety processes start with Safety Induction for 
new hires, contractors and visitors to MTN Nigeria 
operational areas. Safety Toolbox Talks are 
conducted daily and weekly to inform and remind 
workers of safety. There are scheduled safety 
training for employees and contractors. Safety 
inspections are conducted before, during and 
after work, including equipment and work tools. 
Permit to work is issued before commencement of 
contractors work on MTN Nigeria's facilities. 
Permit to work is also issued for high-risk 
activities. There are stakeholders meetings to plan 
and discuss expectations and safety requirements 
for all project works before commencement. There 
are projects reviews at intervals with stakeholders 
to ensure compliance with safety rules. 

Our safety performance is reviewed and evaluated 
regularly by the Management to check for trends, 
identify areas for improvement and areas that 
require immediate management intervention.

Security
There are routine physical security and access 
control measures at our facilities to ensure the 
security of lives and assets. We deploy required 
security equipment, device and software 
application, maintain regular vigilance and 
request support from public security agencies.  
Our Security Unit operates a fully documented 
management system and follows a 'risk based' 
methodology. We have a security policy statement 
signed by the Chief Executive Officer.
MTN Nigeria recognises that providing a secure 
environment for its staff and assets forms the 
foundation for running the business efficiently 
and sustainably.  As a result, the Company 
prioritises its people, visitors, assets, and other 
company infrastructure.
All our Security Staff have been trained in the 
Voluntary Principles for Security and Human 

Health, Safety and Security
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Rights (VPSHR) and other human rights policies 
and procedures. This training is extended to the 
Managed Services Staff and third party 
Intervention Personnel that provide response 
services to the business.

7Empowered Community
When MTN Nigeria began operations in 2001, it 
became quickly acquainted with many challenges 
present within the communities where it operated 
across Nigeria. The need was apparent and the 
desire to help alleviate these challenges in a 
significant and sustainable way informed the 
creation of an independent organised structure 
for implementation. The MTN Nigeria Foundation 
was conceived for this purpose.

To execute its desire for long term and positive 
social impact on communities where it operates, 
MTN Nigeria incorporated the MTN Nigeria 
Foundation Limited by Guarantee (MTNF) in July 
2004. The Foundation is solely funded by MTN 
Nigeria through 1% of its profit after tax annually.

To date, the MTN Nigeria Foundation has invested 
over N22 billion, in helping to improve the quality of 
lives, through its interventions.

The MTN Nigeria Foundation operates
under 4 Causes;

Ÿ Youth Empowerment
Ÿ Arts and Culture
Ÿ Maternal and Child Health
Ÿ National Priority

These causes are aligned with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals, which seek to 
ensure peace and prosperity for all its member 
states.

In the last 16 years, the Foundation has touched 
over 27 million lives having implemented over 49 
initiatives in 860 active project sites across the 36 
states and the Federal Capital Territory. This has 
contributed to improving the quality of life in our 
communities. The vision of the Foundation is to be 
a leader in Corporate Social Investment initiatives 
in Nigeria, measured by the impact and 
sustainability of those projects on our host 
communities.

In 2020, over 9 million lives were impacted through 
MTN Foundation's activities. Detailed information 
on the Foundation's activities during the year is 
included in the 2020 Annual Report.

7 For more information about our social impact, view pages 58-73 of our 2020 Annual Report 
https://www.mtnonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/MTN-Nigeria-Annual-Report-2020.pdf
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Right: Prince and Mrs Adelusi Adeluyi - 
MTN Chairman and wife, MTN COO, Mazen 
Mroue and members of MTN senior 
management handing over donations to 
the management of Love Home 
Orphanage.

LEFT: Children at one of the many orphanages 
supported by the MTN Foundation.
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Energy Management
The rising energy demand is associated with the 
increasing deployment of network nodes across 
MTN Nigeria facilities such as switching and data 
centres, BTS sites, offices, etc. This is responsible 
for the rising cost of energy. It is therefore critical 
to effectively manage energy consumption. 

There are no recorded cases of 
non-compliance and/or fines in the 
area of environmental compliance.

MTN Nigeria tracks its energy consumption and 
sets a benchmark with best practices to reduce 
energy consumption. Examples include monthly 
and annual energy consumption reporting, 
measurement of Energy Consumption per 
Subscriber (GJ/ Subscriber), percentage of Energy 
consumption in MWh per data usage by 

subscribers - petabyte (MWh/petabyte), etc. The 
Company embarked on deploying energy-efficient 
solutions such as energy management solutions 
(EMS), Gas IPP, Peak and off-peak generator 
solutions and ensuring office appliances are 
switched off during non-office hours. The goal is to 
be efficient in energy utilisation, which will reduce 
energy demand and reduce energy costs.

Energy reduction targets are tiered with the 
following criteria: 
Ÿ 1% - 5% of energy consumption reduction as 

beginner level
Ÿ 5% - 10% of energy consumption reduction as 

emerging level
Ÿ 10% - 20% of energy consumption reduction as 

intermediate level
Ÿ 20%- 40% of energy consumption reduction as 

progressive level 
Ÿ >40% of energy consumption reduction as 

leader level.

Energy Management and GHG Transmissions

Figure 13: Total Fuel Consumption in Vehicles (Liters)
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Figure 14: Total Energy Consumed in Facilities (Liters)
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Guided by our sustainability commitments to protect our planet, MTN Nigeria strives to reduce emissions 
(carbon footprint, in particular) to the barest minimum by replacing less efficient vehicles, technologies, 
and processes with more efficient ones. In addition, we deploy more environmentally friendly energy 
sources such as gas plants, hybrid/solar power systems to many of our facilities. We have set an 
emission reduction target of net zero by 2040.

In 2020, our total emission was 72,811.46TCO , lower than our 2019 emmission of 78,815.75TCO . This is 2 2

a total reduction of  6,004.30TCO .2

GHG Emissions

Figure 16: GHG Scope 1 and 2 Emissions (TCO )2
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Waste Management
MTN Nigeria is committed to preventing any form of harm to the environment and people by ensuring 
proper management of waste generated by our activities and operations. We engage the services of 
environmental suppliers to remove waste generated in MTN Nigeria facilities and dispose of it in the way 
and manner approved by the regulating authorities. 

We have dedicated waste bins provided within our facilities with a dedicated waste collection point. The 
approved Private Sector Participants (PSP) waste operators pick up waste from the dedicated collection 
points.

Total waste generated is measured in terms of the size of mammoth bins (1,100 litres) collected, the 
number of bins collected, and the number of trips to pick up. In keeping with the nature of our business, 
we do not create hazardous waste. 

Recycling
Our optimised processes enabled us to conserve material usage to promote sustainable GSSC 
practices. The infographic below provides details of material used within the Company. Information on 
materials used was sourced through interviews with component manufacturers for each item.

Waste Management and Recycling

Ÿ Weight of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) Material - 4.5g/card  (68.3% of the total delivered 
card weight)  

Ÿ Weight of Chip Module - ~0.08g/card (1.2% of total delivered card weight)  

Ÿ Leaflet/card:  ~ 0.8g (12.1 % of total delivered card weight);                                                                                                                                                                                           
Ÿ Biaxially-Oriented Polypropyllene (BOPP) film/card: ~ 0.6g (9.1% of total delivered card weight)                                                                                                                                                                           
Ÿ 200 box carton/card: ~ 0.21g/cards (42g total carton weight) (3.2% of total delivered card weight)                                                                                                                                                                            
Ÿ 1000 box carton/card: ~ 0.28g/card (276g total carton weight) (4.3% of total delivered card 

weight)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Ÿ 5000 box carton/card: ~ 0.12g/card (579g total carton weight) (1.8% of total delivered card 

weight)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Weight of materials used in producing a SIM card 

Weight of Packaging Material 
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Renewable: Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), chip modules, leaflet                                       

Non-Renewable: Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP) film    

Total weight per delivered card: card + chip + leaflet+ BOPP film + Inner box + outer box + transport 
box) is 6.59g/card                  

The total Volume order for MTN Nigeria in 2020 is 24,000,000                                                   

Supplier ZTE (supplier of devices) 2019 Device: 1, Wi-fi 30k, total weight: 7.3tons, cpe mf927u, 
7650units, totally weight: 8.6tons. Non-renewable material used: chip, package, shell. 
 
Renewable material: None     

Supplier: China Mobile (supplier of devices) 

Total weight: 436g/unit. Non-renewable materials used - 63.5g 

Recycled input material used

Ÿ Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS): Less 
than 10% for card application because of card 
quality requirements. However, ABS is 100% 
reclaimable and used for car bumpers, 
plumbing pipes, containers, furniture, TV 
cases, etc                                                                                                      

Ÿ Chip modules: 10% - Lead tape is from 
recycled material. For optimum performance, 
silicon chips and contact plates are made 
from virgin material. However, chip modules 
are 80% reclaimable as the major component 
is reclaimed for gold and other metal alloys. 
The balance of 20% is the processor which is 
biodegradable in nature because it is made of 
sand and silicon                                                                        

Ÿ Leaflet: 100% - This is so, as certificate of 
replanting of trees for yearly paper pulp 
manufacturer requirement is achieved by 
supplier. This is also 100% reclaimable and 
used for other paper applications such as 
newspapers with lower paper quality 
requirement   

Ÿ Cartons (200/1000/5000): 90% - Made from 
recycled and waste material.  They are also 
100% reclaimable and used mainly to make 
the same cartons.

Renewable:                                                                                    

Non-Renewable:

Ÿ Biaxially-Oriented Polypropyllene ( ) BOPP  
film: This can be re-granulated and used for 
other applications.

Ÿ Supplier ZTE: Percentage of recycled input 
material except 10% battery which is 
unrecycled material, other parts material, 
around 90% are all recyclable.

Ÿ China Mobile - Recycled input materials used - 
for plastic: 15%; for paper: 37%; weight for 
plastic 45g/unit; weight for paper 97g/unit.
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Water Management
Water is essential to life. It is the core of sustainable development and is critical for socio-economic 
development, improving health and ensuring healthy ecosystems. Therefore, we strive to use water 
resources sustainably by promoting water conservation.

About 97% of our office locations rely on boreholes as their water source. Water withdrawals from this 
main source are rarely metered or reported. The remaining 3% of water is from the municipal water 
authority with no meter readings.

Based on estimates from the number of staff in moderate physical activity in above-average 
temperatures, according to WHO, a minimum of 7.5 litres per capita per day will meet the requirements 
of most people under most conditions. When we consider 5,000 staff within the office premises, we 
assume that 37,500 litres of water are used daily. However, metering water withdrawal will be achieved 
in-house by installing a flow meter at the outlets of our boreholes.
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B. Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) Standards Application
Th is  i s  based  on  MTN 
Nigeria's assertion that the 
Report is scripted with 
r e f e r e n c e  t o  t h e  G R I 
Standards Sustainability 
Reporting framework.

C. Organisational Content
We reviewed the contents of 
the Report relating MTN 
Nigeria's organisational 
targets and ambitions and 
systems of quality control, 
including documented policy 
and procedures concerning 
compliance with ethical 
requirements, professional 
standards, and applicable 
l e g a l  a n d  r e g u l a t o r y 
requirements.

CSR-in-Action planned and 
conducted the  assurance 
engagement in a participatory 
manner to allow for the receipt 
of sufficient and appropriate 
assurance evidence for its 
conclusion. Subject to the 
limitations and exclusions of this 
Report, our review included:
Ÿ statements, information and 

performance data contained 
within MTN Nigeria's 2020 
Sustainability Report;

Ÿ MTN Nigeria's management 
approach to material issues; 
and,

Ÿ alignment of the reported 
data and information to the 
requ i rement o f the  GRI 
Standards.

Our Work
For the independent assurance, 
t h e  s c o p e  o f  o u r  w o r k 
necessitated the engagement of 
our multi-disciplinary team of 
sustainability and assurance 

consultants. We concentrated 
our verification efforts on the 
i s s u e s  o f  h i g h  m a t e r i a l 
relevance to MTN Nigeria and its 
stakeholders. Furthermore, to 
arrive at our conclusions, we 
invest igated the systems, 
structures and processes 
t h ro u g h  t h e  i n fo r m a t i o n 
c o n ta i n e d  i n  t h e  Re p o r t, 
interviews and a review of 
supporting documents. We, 
specifically:

Ÿ examined relevant activities 
undertaken at MTN Nigeria 
over the reporting period of 1 
January 2020 to 31 December 
2020;

Ÿ examined MTN Nigeria 's 
s t a t e d  a p p r o a c h  t o 
stakeholder engagement, 
although we had no direct 
e n g a g e m e n t  w i t h 
stakeholders;

Ÿ e x a m i n e d  i n f o r m a t i o n 
provided to us by MTN Nigeria 
o n  i t s  r e p o r t i n g  a n d 
management processes 
relating to the Principles;

Ÿ interviewed sustainability 
champions within the various 
departments, including the 
heads and/or representatives 
of the Company Secretariat, 
Corporate Services, Network 
( E n v i r o n m e n t a l 
Responsibility), MTN Nigeria 
Foundation, Global Sourcing 
and Supply Chain, Human 
R e s o u r c e s ,  R i s k  a n d 
Compliance, and Customer 
Relations; 

Ÿ examined  the  fo l low ing 
information in supporting 
documents: organograms of 
the various departments, 
Check-in Survey, Managers' 
Toolkit, HR Policy, Medical 
Policy, Suppliers' Satisfaction 

MTN Nigeria 2020 Sustainability Report
12

Independent Limited Assurance 
Statement 

This Assurance Statement 
has been prepared for MTN 
Nigeria Plc in accordance 
with our agreement but is 
intended for the readers of 
this Report. 

Consul�ng

Terms of Engagement
CSR-in-Action Consulting ("CSR-
in-Action, we, our,'') was engaged 
by MTN Nigeria Communications 
Plc ("MTN Nigeria") to conduct 
l i m i t e d  a s s u r a n c e  o n  i t s  
Sustainability Report, for the 
f i n a n c i a l  y e a r  e n d e d  3 1 
December 2020 ("Report, 2020 
Report"), using the AA1000AS 
AccountAbility Principles (2008). 

Scope of Work
We have provided independent 
limited assurance, following the 
Ty p e  2 ,  M o d e r a t e  L e v e l 
Assurance  of the  AA1000 
AccountAbility Standards. The 
scope of the assurance is strictly 
limited to the contents of the 
2 0 2 0  R e p o r t .  D u r i n g  o u r 
engagement,  we assessed 
relevant data and activities, as 
well as assertions made in the 
Repor t concern ing ac tua l 
p e r f o r m a n c e  w i t h i n  t h e 
reporting time frame: 1 January 
2020 to 31 December 2020. The 
b a s i s  f o r  t h i s  a s s u r a n c e 
engagement, as agreed with 
MTN Nigeria, was delimited to the 
following:

A. A A 1 0 0 0  Acco u n tAb i l i t y 
Principles 
The process used in arriving 
at this assurance statement 
i s  b a s e d  o n  A A 1 0 0 0 
AccountAbility's Principles of 
Inc lus iv i ty,  Mater ia l i t y, 
Responsiveness, and Impact.
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internal records, as well as 
interviews with staff responsible 
for the provision of material 
data, such that the risk of our 
conclusion being in error is 
reduced, but not zero.  

Respective Responsibilities
T h e  p r e p a r a t i o n  a n d 
presentation of the selected 
information in the Sustainability 
Report is the sole responsibility 
of the management of MTN 
Nigeria. 

Our primary responsibility was 
to conduct an audit of the Report 
and independently express 
conclusions on the subject 
matter as defined within the 
scope of work above and 
f o l l o w i n g  o u r  t e r m s  o f 
engagement.

CSR-in-Action's Independence 
and Competence
CSR-in-Action Consulting is a 
f o r e m o s t  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y 
consultancy in Africa, with the 
a u t h o r i t y  t o  a s s u r e 
sustainability processes using 
AccountAbility's AA1000AS 
certification. For the first time, 
we are providing assurance 
services to MTN Nigeria, and 
have assured reports for other 
leading organisations. 

CSR-in-Action is certified by the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
as the only training partner in 
Nigeria and is a Gold Community 
Member. The Company has a 
branch in Canada to entrench 
the principles of governance in 
businesses and to further 
A f r i c a n - C a n a d i a n 
transcontinental business. Our 
Chief Executive sits on the 
Board of the GRI Amsterdam, 
becoming the first from out of 
West Africa, and is a Founding 
Director of the Association of 
Sustinability Professionals of 
N i g e r i a  ( A S P N )  a n d  t h e 

Survey, Safety, Health and 
Environment Policy, Security 
H u m a n  R i g h t s  Tra i n i n g 
d o c u m e n t ,  R i s k  a n d 
Compliance Policy, Customer 
Services Management Policy 
d o c u m e n t ,  I m p a c t 
assessment document, Group 
CSI  Pol icy,  MTN Niger ia 
Governance Framework, 
C u s t o m e r  C o m p l a i n t s 
Management document, 
Carbon Reporting template;

Ÿ examined the processes for 
gathering and consolidating 
the specified emissions and 
energy data; and,

Ÿ conducted an independent 
assessment of MTN Nigeria's 
reporting against the GRI 
Standards.

During the assurance process, 
w e  d i d  n o t  c o m e  a c r o s s 
limitations to the scope of the 
agreed assurance engagement. 
No external stakeholders were 
interviewed as part of this 
assurance engagement. Our 
work was planned to obtain all 
t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d 
explanations that were needed 
within the organisation to 
p r o v i d e  a  b a s i s  f o r  o u r 
assurance conclusions.

Inherent Limitations 
Inherent limitations exist in all 
a s s u ra n c e  e n ga ge m e n t s , 
particularly in Type 2, Moderate 
Level Assurance processes, due 
to the selective enquiry of the 
information being examined. We 
conducted our work to express a 
limited assurance opinion and 
conclusion. Our assurance 
relies on the premise that the 
data and information provided 
to us by MTN Nigeria have been 
provided in good faith and is 
dependent on the accuracy of 
data collection and monitoring 
arrangements of the company.
Our assessment is restricted to 
reviewing only the plausibility of 

B u s i n e s s  C o a l i t i o n  f o r 
Susta inab le  Deve lopment 
Nigeria (BCDN). The CSR-in-
A c t i o n  G r o u p  i s  w i d e l y 
recognised as having high levels 
of proficiency in sustainability 
consulting – environment, social 
(gender and human rights) and 
economic-impact assessment, 
sustainability strategy, reporting 
and stakeholder engagement; 
sk i l l s  res ident w i th in  the 
members of the Assurance 
Team.

Our Observations
O u r  o b s e r v a t i o n s  a n d 
recommendations are provided 
in a separate report to the MTN 
Nigeria management team; only 
s e l e c t  o b s e r v a t i o n s  a r e 
p r o v i d e d  b e l o w .  T h e s e 
observations do not affect our 
c o n c l u s i o n s .   O u r  k e y 
observations based on the 
A A 1 0 0 0  A c c o u n t A b i l i t y 
Principles are that:

Inclusivity
M T N  N i g e r i a ' s  b u s i n e s s 
operations and processes 
d e m o n s t r a t e  a c t i v e 
engagement with a wide range 
of stakeholders. Evidence from 
our engagement with MTN 
N i g e r i a  re v e a l s  t h a t  t h e 
processes for engagement has 
been handled by different 
departments of the business for 
different purposes and they 
h a v e  i d e n t i f i e d  a n d  a r e 
responding to the significant 
sustainability concerns of the 
C o m p a n y ' s  c u s t o m e r s , 
employees, shareholders and 
investors, customers, host 
communities, regulatory bodies, 
media, and suppliers, which has 
afforded MTN Nigeria valuable 
insights into the development of 
its strategies. 
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Impact
MTN Nigeria has established 
processes that are statutorily 
reviewed every three years and 
a s  t h e  n e e d  a r i s e s  t o 
understand, measure, evaluate 
and manage its impacts, and 
has disclosed the impacts in its 
2020 Sustainability Report. In 
our professional opinion, MTN 
Nigeria adheres to the Principle 
of Impact.

Our Recommendations
We recommend that:
M T N  N i g e r i a  w o r k s  o n 
establishing a clear bespoke 
(tailored to the Nigerian clime) 
sustainability strategy in order 
to clearly track its progress and 
p e r f o r m a n c e  a g a i n s t  i t s 
sustainability goals and targets.

Our Conclusion
Based on our procedures, the 
work we have undertaken, and 
the evidence obtained, we can 
reasonably conclude that the 
Report has been written in the 
s p i r i t  o f  t h e  A A 1 0 0 0 
AccountAbility Principles of 
I n c l u s i v i t y ,  M a t e r i a l i t y , 
Responsiveness and Impact as 
s e t  o u t  i n  t h e  A A 1 0 0 0 
Acco u n ta b i l i t y  Pr i n c i p l e s 
Standard (APS) (2008).

October 2021

Bekeme Masade-Olowola 
FICRS, FASPN, MNIMN
Chief Executive
CSR-in-Action Consulting

Materiality
MTN Nigeria has developed its 
materiality process to reflect on 
topics that are relevant to the 
Company and its stakeholders. 
Topics like state security, socio-
economic development, digital 
human rights issues, national 
data sovereignty, quality of 
service, the socio-economic 
impact of mobile enterprises, 
i n v e s t o r  a n d  b u s i n e s s 
confidence, financial inclusion, 
competitive commission payout, 
transparent billing, affordability 
of communication services, 
o p p o r t u n i t y  f o r  s e l f -
development and career growth, 
r e w a r d  a n d  r e c o g n i t i o n , 
regulatory compliance, and 
informat ion on long-term 
growth prospects ,  ranked 
highest on its materiality matrix 
a n d  t h e  Re p o r t  p ro v i d e s 
sufficient information on how 
t h e s e  t o p i c s  h a v e  b e e n 
prioritised and addressed.

Responsiveness
MTN Nigeria has included 
appropriate explanations on 
how it has responded to its 
s t a k e h o l d e r  n e e d s  a n d 
concerns. Available evidence 
shows that the issues raised 
d u r i n g  s t a k e h o l d e r 
e n g a g e m e n t s  a r e  b e i n g 
addressed by the different 
functions assigned to manage 
the  d i f ferent s takeholder 
groups. We determined that 
s o m e  s t a k e h o l d e r  g r o u p 
p ro c e s s e s  n e e d  re f i n i n g , 
including more appropriate 
f e e d b a c k  t r a c k i n g , 
documentation and reporting.
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APPENDIX

GRI Content Index

GRI Standard Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments 

GRI 101: Foundation 2016

GRI 102: 
General 
Disclosures 
2016

Organizational profile

102-1 

102-2 

102-3 

102-4 

102-5 

102-6 

102-7

 
102-8 

102-9 

102-10

 
102-12 

102-13

04

12

16

16

11

12

11

40

37

37

15

15

05

32

11

32

102-14 

102-15

102-16

102-17  

Name of the organization

Activities, brands, products, 
and services

Location of headquarters

Location of operations

Ownership and legal form

Markets served

Scale of organization

Information on employees 
and other workers

Supply Chain

Significant changes to the 
organization and its supply 
chain

External initiatives

Membership of associations

Statement from senior 
decision-maker

Key impacts, risks, and 
opportunities

Values, principles, 
standards, and norms of 
behavior

Mechanisms for advice and 
concerns about ethics

About this Report

Our Products and 
Services

Our Facilities 

Our Facilities 

MTN Nigeria at a 
Glance

Our Products and 
Services

MTN Nigeria at a 
Glance

Committed Team

Supplier 
Responsibility

Supplier 
Responsibility

Industry 
Membership

Industry 
Membership

A Message from Our 
CEO 

Risk Management

MTN Nigeria at a 
Glance

Governing 
Principles & Policies

Strategy

Ethics and Integrity
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Governance

102-18 

102-19 

102-20 

102-21 

102-22

 
102-23 

102-24

 
102-25 

102-26

 
102-27 

102-28 

102-29 

102-30 

102-31 

102-32

 
102-33 

102-34 

Governance structure

Delegating authority

Executive-level 
responsibility for economic, 
environmental, and social 
topics

Consulting stakeholders on 
economic, environmental, 
and social topics

Composition of the highest 
governance body and its 
committees

Chair of the highest 
governance body

Nominating and selecting 
the highest governance 
body

Conflicts of interests

Role of highest governance 
body in setting purpose, 
values, and strategy

Collective knowledge of 
highest governance body

Evaluating the highest 
governance body's 
performance

Identifying and managing 
economic, environmental, 
and social impacts

Effectiveness of risk 
management process

Review of economic, 
environmental, and social 
impacts

Highest governance body's 
role in sustainability 
reporting

Communicating critical 
concerns

Nature and total number of 
critical concerns

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Conflict of Interest

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Risk Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Leadership and 
Management

Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

32

28

28

28

28

32

28

28

28

28
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Governance

102-35 

102-36

102-37

 
102-38

42

42

42

42

22

22

22

22

20

20

04

04

04

04

Remuneration policies

Process for determining 
remuneration

Stakeholders' involvement 
in remuneration

Annual total compensation 
ratio

Remuneration and 
Benefits

Remuneration and 
Benefits

Remuneration and 
Benefits

Remuneration and 
Benefits

Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

Stakeholder engagement

102-40 
 

102-42 

102-43 

102-44 

List of stakeholder groups

Identifying and selecting 
stakeholders

Approach to stakeholder 
engagement

Key topics and concerns 
raised

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Reporting practice

102-46

 
102-47

 
102-50

102-52

 

102-52

102-53

102-54

 

Defining report content and 
topic Boundaries

List of material topics

Reporting period

Date of most recent report

Reporting cycle

Contact point for questions 
regarding the report

Claims of reporting in 
accordance with the GRI 
Standards

Materiality 
Assessment

Materiality 
Assessment

About This Report

About This Report

About This Report

About This Report

Sustainability report for the 
period ended 31st 
December 2019

https://www.mtnonline.com
/wp-
content/uploads/2021/01/
MTN-Nigeria-
Sustainability-Report-
2019.pdf 
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Reporting practice

102-55

102-56 

GRI content index

External assurance

GRI Content Index

Independent Limited 
Assurance Statement

Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

GRI 200 Economic Topics

Economic Performance

GRI 102: 
General 
Disclosures 
2016

103-1

103-2

103-3

201-1

201-2

201-3

201-4

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Direct economic value 
generated and distributed

Financial implications and 
other risks and 
opportunities due to climate 
change

Defined benefit plan 
obligations and other 
retirement plans

Financial assistance 
received from government

GRI 201: 
Economic 
Performance
2016

Indirect Economic Impact

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

103-1

103-2

103-3

203-1

203-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Infrastructure investments 
and services supported

Significant indirect 
economic impacts

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Ethical Economics

Developed Economy

Developed Economy

Anti-corruption

103-1

103-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

Whistleblowing

Whistleblowing

59

51

36

36

36

35

35

33

33

36

36

36

36

36

36

36
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

Anti-corruption

103-3

205-1

205-2

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Operations assessed for 
risks related to corruption

Communication and 
training about anti-
corruption policies and 
procedures

Whistleblowing

Whistleblowing

Whistleblowing

GRI 205:
Anti-
corruption 
2016

Tax

103-1

103-2

103-3

207-1

207-2

207-3

207-4

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Approach to tax

Tax governance, control, 
and risk management

Stakeholder engagement 
and management concerns 
related to tax

Country-by-country 
reporting

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

Tax Performance

Tax Performance

Tax Performance

Tax Performance

Tax Performance

Tax Performance

Tax Performance

GRI 207:
Tax 2019

GRI 300 Environmental Topics

Materials

103-1

103-2

103-3

301-1

301-2

301-3

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Materials used by weight or 
volume

Recycled input materials 
used

Reclaimed products and 
their packaging materials

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 301:
Materials
2016

Recycling

Recycling

Recycling

Recycling

Recycling

Recycling

33

33

33

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

48

48

48

48

48

48
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

Energy

103-1

103-2

103-3

302-1

302-2

303-3

302-4

302-5

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Energy consumption within 
the organization

Energy consumption 
outside of the organization

Energy intensity

Reduction of energy 
consumption

Reductions in energy 
requirements of products 
and services

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 302:
Energy 2016

Energy 
Management

Energy 
Management

Energy 
Management

Energy 
Management

Energy 
Management

Information unavailable - Less 
activities as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic

Information unavailable - 
Measurement metrics is yet to 
be determined

Not Applicable - We do not 
measure this

Water & Effluents

103-1

103-2

103-3

303-1

303-2

303-3

303-4

303-5

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Interactions with water as a 
shared resource

Management if water 
discharge-related impacts

Water withdrawal

Water discharge

Water consumption

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 303:
Water & 
Effluents
2018

Water Management

Water Management

Water Management

Water Management

Water Management

Water Management

Water Management

Water Management

Emissions

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

103-1

103-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

GHG Emissions

GHG Emissions

46

46

46

46

46

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

47

47
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

GRI 305:
Emissions
2016

Emissions

103-3

305-1

305-2

305-3

305-4

305-5

305-6

305-7

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Direct (Scope 1) GHG 
emissions

Energy indirect (Scope 2) 
GHG emissions

Other indirect (Scope 3) 
GHG emissions

GHG emissions intensity

Reduction of GHG 
emissions

Emissions of ozone-
depleting substances (ODS)

Nitrogen oxides (Nox), 
sulfur oxides (SOx), and 
other significant air 
emissions

GHG Emissions

GHG Emissions

GHG Emissions

GHG Emissions

Not Applicable - We only use and 
measure carbon & fugitive 
emissions

Information unavailable - 
Measurement metrics TBD in 
coming years

Not Applicable - Industry only 
measures power and cooling 
activities

Not Applicable - Industry only 
measures power and cooling 
activities

Waste

103-1

103-2

103-3

306-1

306-2

306-3

306-4

306-5

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Waste generation and 
significant waste-related 
impacts

Management of significant 
waste-related impacts

Waste generated

Waste diverted from 
disposal 

Waste directed to disposal

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 306:
Waste 2020

Waste Management

Waste Management

Waste Management

Waste Management

Waste Management

Waste Management

Waste Management

Waste Management

Environmental Compliance

103-1

103-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

Environmental 
Responsibility

Environmental 
Responsibility

47

47

47

47

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

45

45
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

GRI 307:
Environmental
Compliance
2016

Environmental Compliance

103-3

307-1

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Non-compliance with 
environmental laws and 
regulations

Environmental 
Responsibility

Environmental 
Responsibility

Supplier Environmental Assessment 

103-1

103-2

103-3

308-1

308-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

New suppliers that were 
screened using 
environmental criteria

Negative environmental 
impacts in the supply chain 
and actions taken

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 308:
Supplier
Environmental
Assessment
2016

Supplier 
Responsibility

Supplier 
Responsibility

Supplier 
Responsibility

Supplier 
Responsibility

Supplier 
Responsibility

103-1

103-2

103-3

401-1

401-2

401-3

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

New employee hires and 
employee turnover

Benefits provided to full-
time employees that are not 
provided to temporary or 
part-time employees

Parental leave 

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 400 Social Topics

Employment

GRI 401:
Employment
2016

Committed Team

Committed Team

Committed Team

Committed Team

Committed Team

Remuneration and 
Benefits

103-1

103-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Training and Education

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

Learning and 
Development

Learning and 
Development

45

45

37

37

37

37

37

40

40

40

40

40

42

41

41
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

GRI 404:
Training and
Education
2016

103-3

404-1

404-2

404-3

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Average hours of training 
per year per employee

Programs for upgrading 
employee skills and 
transition assistance 
programs

Percentage of employees 
receiving regular 
performance and career 
development reviews

Training and Education

Learning and 
Development

Learning and 
Development

Learning and 
Development

Learning and 
Development

103-1

103-2

103-3

405-1

405-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Diversity of governance 
bodies and employees

Ratio of basic salary and 
remuneration of women to 
men

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 405:
Diversity and
Equa
Opportunity 
2016

Diversity and 
Inclusion

Diversity and 
Inclusion

Diversity and 
Inclusion

Diversity and 
Inclusion

Diversity and 
Inclusion

103-1

103-2

103-3

408-1

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Operations and suppliers at 
significant risk for incidents 
of child labor

Child Labor

GRI 103:
Management 
Approach

GRI 408:
Child Labor
2016

Labour Practices

Labour Practices

Labour Practices

Labour Practices

103-1

103-2

103-3

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Forced or Compulsory Labor

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

Labour Practices

Labour Practices

Labour Practices

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

41

34

34

34

34

34

34

34
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

GRI 409:
Forced or
Compulsory
Labor 2016

409-1 Operations and suppliers at 
significant risk for incidents 
of forced or compulsory 
labor

Forced or Compulsory Labor

Labour Practices

103-1

103-2

103-3

410-1

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Security personnel trained 
in human rights policies or 
procedures

Security Practices

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 410:
Security
Practices
2016

Health, Safety and 
Security

Health, Safety and 
Security

Health, Safety and 
Security

Health, Safety and 
Security

103-1

103-2

103-3

413-1

413-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Operations with local 
community engagement, 
impact assessments, and 
development programs

Operations with significant 
actual and potential 
negative impacts on local 
communities

Local Communities

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 413:
Local
Communities
2016

Empowered 
Community

Empowered 
Community

Empowered 
Community

Empowered 
Community

Empowered 
Community

103-1

103-2

103-3

414-1

414-2

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

New suppliers that were 
screened using social 
criteria

Negative social impacts in 
the supply chain and 
actions taken

Supplier Social Assessment

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 414:
Supplier
Social
Assessment
2016

Supplier 
Responsibility 

Supplier 
Responsibility 

Supplier 
Responsibility 

Supplier 
Responsibility 

Supplier 
Responsibility 

34

43

43

43

43

44

44

44

44

44

37

37

37

37

37
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Disclosure Section Topic(s)
Page 
Number(s) 
and/or URL(s)

Comments GRI Standard

103-1

103-2

103-3

418-1

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Substantiated complaints 
concerning breaches of 
customer privacy and 
losses of customer data

Customer Privacy

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 418:
Customer
Privacy 2016

103-1

103-2

103-3

419-1

Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary

The management approach 
and its components

Evaluation of the 
management approach

Non-compliance with laws 
and regulations in the 
social and economic area

Socioeconomic Compliance

GRI 103:
Management
Approach

GRI 419:
Socio-
economic 
Compliance 
2016

Data Security and 
Privacy

Data Security and 
Privacy

Data Security and 
Privacy

Data Security and 
Privacy

Ethics and 
Compliance

Ethics and 
Compliance

Ethics and 
Compliance

Ethics and 
Compliance

33

33

33

33

32

32

32
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Abbreviations

A
ASAP   - Anti-Substance Abuse Programme 

B
BOI   - Bank of Industry 

C
CBI   - Convention for Business Integrity 
CBN   - Central Bank of Nigeria 
CEAESN - Circular Economy Approaches for Electronic Sector in Nigeria
COI   - Conflict of Interest Declaration 
COSO  - Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
CSR   - Corporate Social Responsibility 
CSI   - Corporate Social Investment
CVM  - Customer Value Management

D
DML   - Introduction of Digital Mobile Library 

E
EB  - Enterprise Business
EC   - Employee Council 
ED  - E-Waste Day 
EDC   -  Enterprise Development Centre
EFInA   - Enhancing Financial Innovations and Access
EMS-V  - Environmental Management System Verification
EPRON  - Producer Responsibility Organisation of Nigeria
ERMF  - Enterprise Risk Management Framework

F
FME  - Federal Ministry of Environment 
FSA   - Field Services Agent

G
GC  - Global Compact
GEF  - Global Environment Facility 
GGDP  - Global Graduate Development Programme  
GSA   - General Security Administration 
GSSC   - Global Sourcing and Supply Chain 

H
HR   - Human Resources 

I
ICT   - Information and Communications Technology
IDPWD  - International Day of Persons with Disabilities 
IoT  - Internet of Things
IP   - Intervention Personnel
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ISO  - International Organization for Standardization
IPPs  - Independent Power Plants 
ISPs  - Internet Service Providers
IWEHD  - International World Earth Hour Day 

L
LIMCAF  - Life in My City Art Festival 
LGA  - Local Government Area
LME  - Lumos Mobile Electricity
LUTH-SURPIN - Lagos University Teaching Hospital - Suicide Research and Prevention   
   Initiative

M
MMMSP - MTNF-MUSON Music Scholars Programme
MSME   - Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
MTN ARDIC  - MTN Academic Research and Development Innovation Challenge 
MTN FSA - MTN Nigeria Foundation Scholars Alumni
MTN DML - MTNF Digital Mobile Library 
MTN NFENP - MTN Nigeria Female Employees Networking Platform 
MTN WCWDT  - MTN Nigeria Foundation 'What Can We Do Together' 
MTNF  - MTN Nigeria Foundation 
MTNF CDP  - MTNF Community Development Project
MTNF SS  - MTN Nigeria Foundation Scholarship Scheme 
MTNF SSBS - MTN Nigeria Foundation Scholarship Scheme for Blind Students
MTNF STSS  - MTN Nigeria Foundation Science and Technology Scholarship Scheme
MTNF YEDP  - MTN Nigeria Foundation Youth Entrepreneurship Development Programme 
MTN N  - MTN Nigeria Communications Plc
MTN N NIP - MTN Nigeria Internship Programme  
MUSON  - Musical Society of Nigeria
MSISDNs - Mobile Station Integrated Services Digital Networks 
MWSP   - Maternal Ward Support Project 

N
NANTAP  - National Association of Nigerian Theatre Arts Practitioners 
NCC   - Nigerian Communication Commission
NESREA - National Environmental Standards and Regulations Enforcement Agency
NSE-SDGs - Nigerian Stock Exchange Sustainability Disclosure Guidelines 
NOA   - National Orientation Agency 
NPS  - Net Promoter Score
NUTAF   - Nigerian Universities Theatre Arts Festival 
NUTASA - Nigerian Universities Theatre Arts Students Association

O
OHSM   - Occupational Health and Safety Management 
OHSC   - Occupational Health and Safety Committee 
OEM  - Original Equipment Manufacturers 

P
PAT   - Profit After Tax  
PO   - Purchase Order 
PSB   - Payment Service Bank  
PWD   - Persons with Disabilities
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R
ROIC   - Return on Invested Capital
RDLU  - Remote Digital Line Units

S
SACs   - Skills Acquisition Centres 
SCC  - Supplier Code of Conduct
SCFN   - Sickle Cell Foundation of Nigeria
SHE   - Safety Health and Environment 
SONTA   - Society of Nigerian Theatre Artists  
SPS  - Sustainability Policy Statement
SWWW  - SIWI World Water Week 

T
TIP  - Talent Incubation Programme 
TTF  - Totally Thames Festival

U
UN   - United Nations
UNICEF  - United Nations Children Fund  
UNEP  - United Nations Environment Programme
UNGC   - United Nations Global Compact 
UN-GPBHR - United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
UN-SDGs - United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

V
VAS   - Value Added Service 
VPSHR  - Voluntary Principles for Security and Human Rights

W
WED  - World Environment Day 
WHO   - World Health Organisation 

Y
YDFS   - � Digital Financial Services
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